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Downtown revitalization focuses on homeless
Editor’s Note: San Jose has attempted to revitalke its downtown
urea in the past two .sears. However, some say that the biggest emhas
SJSU
ployer downtown
been lost in the shuffle. This is the
second of a three part series of articles on the subject. written by
students in the Advanced Reporting class. Part three appears Monday. Related stories are on page

By Kelly B. Burgos
spool.’ to the Daly
A homeless woman entered a
clothing store in downtown San
Jose’s Pavilion Shops and asked to
try on a skirt.
"She was obviously homeless
with matted hair and bare feet,"
said Sadhara Agarwala, an SJSU
student and saleswoman at the
women’s clothing store.
Agarwala said she gave the
woman permission to try on the

skirt, even though it was too big
for her.
"The store policy is not to turn
anyone away," she said.
After the barefoot woman came
out of the dressing room, she
handed the skirt back to the
salesperson and left the store.
Moments
later,
Agarwala
discovered that the woman had
defecated on the floor of the
dressing room.
Many homeless come into the

Pavilion to use the facilities, but
they also go into the stores to get
free shopping bags. Agarwala said.
"I see the homeless in the
bathrooms downstairs in the
Pavilion mall," she said. "They
steal the toilet paper and whatever
else they can use."
Linda Kimball, economic
development analyst for the San
Jose Redevelopment Agency, said
she does not think that downtown
San Jose has a real problem with

Celebrating 42 years of Israel

the homeless.
"In comparison with other
metropolitan areas, there are few
homeless people per capita living
in the downtown streets compared
to other cities," she said.
"If you were in New York City,
there are so many homeless
people, you’d be walking on them
on any street," she said. "The
Redevelopment
Agency’s
programs have been successful in
dealing with the homeless in the

Candidates discuss the issues
Minor mayoral candidates say
forums are for the frontrunners
By Anne Dujmovic
Daily staff writer

San Jose’s lesser known mayoral candidates
agree that public forums benefit those commonly
called the election’s frontrunners namely, those
with money.
Such debates as the one held on campus
Thursday arc an advantage for "Larry, Curly, and
Moe," said mayoral contender Don Houston, referring to candidates Frank Fiscalini. Shirley Lewis
and Susan Hammer (not necessarily in that order).
Houston also said that such forums do give
candidates equal chances for exposure on television
and radio. Newspapers tend to focus on the "chosen and priveleged few." he said with a Texas
southern drawl in an interview after the debate.
Candidate William Chew relies on his wheels
to get to know the voters of the city. Chew said he
has been rollerskating 40 miles a day for the past
two and a half years because he is in training.
"I’m in training to be the best mayor of San
Jose," he said, donning a straw cowboy hat with
an American flag, a three-piece gray flannel suit,
and noticibly worn skates.
Chew agreed that public debates are an advantage for candidates who have a lot of money.
Forums are teasers, according to candidate
Luis Garza. They don’t allow candidates to delve
deeply into issues, he said. "If you noticed, my answers were totally general, Garza said referring to
his responses to questions posed at the campus debate.
Despite the lack of media attention given to
the minor candiates. each said he believes hc can
win. And each had a definite reason for running for
office.
Chew has wanted to be a politician ever since
the age of 10 when he shook hands with then-U.S.
President John F. Kennedy Jr., he said. Chew, who
is originally front New Jersey, saw the "light in
Kennedy’s eyes," and knew then what he wanted
to do.
He traveled to San Jose and settled in the city
because more opportunities can be found here.
Chew said.
Garza’s decision to run for mayor came after
experiencing what he called 23 years of police harrassment and brutality in San Jose. Garza said that
because of his drooping eyes and sleepy facial expression. police officers with whom he comes in
contact often believe he is on drugs.
Houston attributed his decision to enter the
mayor’s race to such world events as changes in the
governments of Germany and the Soviet Union.
which caused him to "wake up."
Another factor that caused Houston to run for
office involved the Downtown Redevelopment
Agency and property rights. He said some recent
disputes concerning the agency and downtown
businesses made him realize that it could have been
his personal property rights that were in jeopardy.
Mayoral candidates Daniel Zezzo and Chris
Panopulos were unavailable for comment following Thursday’s forum.
Marcia Lepler

Almost 10,000 people gathered in San Francisco
last weekend to celebrate Israeli independence

downtown arca."
The agency defines San Jose’s
downtown area as just less than
one square mile, bounded by Julian
Street, on Fourth Street, Highway
280 and Guadalupe Parkway, she
said.
Redevelopment projects helping
the homeless include two men’s
shelters on Julian and Commercial
streets and the Family Shelter on
Las Plumas Dnve on the eastside
See HOMELESS, page 8

Mayoral hopefuls address the
problems facing SJSU campus
Its x1(10 Maragoni
and ,Anne Dujmovie
Daily staff writer

Students attending the mayoral candidate
forum on Thursday walked away from the discussion and said they believed the candidates could
have done a better job at getting their views across.
"It was interesting to hear their views on
some of the topics. but I really wasn’t clear on what
they stood for," said Brian Mundy. a sophomore
marketing major.
"It wasn’t clear what was most important to
them," said Jodi Fong. a junior broadcast major.
Fung did think it was interesting to hear the minor
candidates speak out on issues that will affect the
university community.
Many students said they attended the debate as
part of a class assignment. but one emphasized the
importance of going to such events.
It’s important to know who’s running," said
Monica Rabbani. a freshman majoring in political
science. Rabbani said she had an idea of which
candidate she wanted to vote for in the June 5 election before coming to the campus debate, and she
didn’t change her mind after hearing the candidates’ answers Thursday.
Nine of the 10 mayoral candidates gathered at
the University Theatre to discuss issues ranging
from the lack of affordable student housing to the
closure of San Carlos Street, to better infomi the
public of their ideas and where SJSU fits in with
their agendas.
One of the major decisions that the next mayor
will have to face that directly affects the SJSU
community is whether San Carlos Street should be
closed. Contenders Chris Panopulos, Frank Fiscalini and Don Houston all agreed that the street
should be closed for the safety of the students.
"I think it’s important to see it closed because
of the safety, but we have to understand the impact
to the neighborhoods. We are working on a plan to
landscape San Carlos," Fiscalini said.
"There is no reason why it can’t be closed,"
said Houston. "The cars can just find a different
way around."
San Jose City Councilwoman Shirley Lewis
wants to be sure the university would follow
through on its commitment to landscape the street
before making a final decision on its closure.
"The university would have to demonstrate
their plan of what they want to do with the street,"
she said. "It must do more than what they did with
Seventh and Ninth streets."
Lewis was also concerned about closing San
Carlos because it may cut off access to downtown
and the surrounding neighborhoods.
San Jose City Councilwoman Susan Hammer
was also hesitant at closing the street before further
studies are completed. Hammer said university and
city officials will be meeting today to discuss the
issue. Hammer said the university must be prepared to landscape the area around San Carlos
Street.
See FORUM, page 8

Daily staff photographer

day and the freedom for Soviet Jews to immigrate
to Israel or the U.S. See story, pages.

Suspect arrested in Togo’s thefts
By Tamara Thompson
Daily staff writer

Program Board members appointed
By Harry Mok

term of II months for Domkc at suggested the board lower the sti$250 a month. The board ended up pend to $200.
Several committee members and approving a nine month term startThe 1990-91 A.S. executive ofan executive assistant were ap- ing June 1 for $250 a month.
ficers
president, vice president
the
new
pointed Wednesday by
and controller
will receive a
Tom
Boothe
received
$350
a
Students
Associated
1990-91
$470 a month stipend for 1 I
Board of Directors in a transitional month when he was executive as- months, a $20 a
month raise from
sistant to Ex-President Scott Sanmeeting.
this year, according to Jean Lenart.
tandrea.
A.S. business office administrator.
In its first official meeting, the
Washington said he found the
board approved appointments by
The 1990-91 directors will get a
new A.S. President Amez Wash- amount Boothe got "appalling" $130 a month stipend for a nine
ington to the A.S. Program Board. and felt $250 would be reasonable. month term, a $5 a month raise
homecoming committee, Student
"I would use the executive as an over this year. according to Lenart.
Union Board of Directors and an
extension
of me," Washington
’executive assistant to the presiWashington’s original request of
said. "If I made a commitment to
pent .
a meeting or whatever and I an I I -month term failed before an
The new board approved Timo- couldn’t be there I’d want my as- amended motion for nine months
was passed.
thy Domke as Washington’s exec- sistant to be there.’’
utive assistant after debate about
the length of his term and the
Kari Peterson was reappointed
However. Controller Jennie
amount of his stipend.
Reyes said that "$250 a month as executive director of the A.S.
See APPOINTMENT, page 6
Washington had requested a would he too high for me" and
Daily staff writer

When the Togo’s eatery on East.
William street was robbed three
times last month, detectives relied
on an employee’s description of
the robber to search for a suspect.
It wasn’t until 12 days ago that
officials realized they had been
looking for someone of the wrong
gender, said Bruce Toney. spokesman for the San Jose Police Department.
Officers who responded to a disturbance between roommates on
South 14th Street on April 30
asked a woman for identification
and a newspaper clipping about the
Togo’s robberies fell from her wallet.
They wondered why she had
saved the clipping until they realized she matched the robber’s description exactly except that
"he" was a she, Toney said.
Elizabeth Ann Murrietta, 27,
was arrested on suspicion of robbing the Togo’s on April 15. 21
and 25 of this year.

’It’s been pretty
weird.’
Stu Fretz,
Togo’s owner
Adding a strange twist to the
story, Murrietta was on parole for
robbing the same Togo’s in 1986.
According to the owner, that was
the only other time the store had
been robbed.
"She did time for holding up the
same Togo’s she is now accused of
robbing three times. That’s the
only thing she’s ever done," SJSP
detective Jose Monies told the
Mercury News on Wednesday.
Murrietta is scheduled to enter a
plea to the three new charges of
armed robbery May 17.
Although no weapon has been
found, Murrietta is believed to
have put a paper bag over her hand
to hide a gun during the robberies,
Toney said.
Stu Fret,, owner of the Togo’s
franchise, said that after he heard

about the arrest he called the former owner of the business who remembered Murrietta from the 1986
hit.
"It’s been pretty weird," said
Fretz, who has owned the business
about a year and a half.
Fretz said he was glad to her
about the suspect being arrested.
"I was very relieved mainly because the kids who work here were
very nervous about it," he said.
He added that some of his employees quit their jobs because of
the string of robberies.
Fretz said he’d rather not say
how much money was taken in the
robberies because "it might give
other people bright ideas" about
robbing the business.
"We were pretty careful before
hut we got lazy (with the money)
and that won’t happen again," he
said.
He has since installed video
cameras at a cost of $1,000 to help
keep the eatery secure. He said the
money was "absolutely" well
spent.
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Becoming your mother is not so bad
As the year% roll by
coming to the startling convlu%ion that I am becoming my
mother.
I can vividly remember as a
child vowing to myself that I
would never. in 100 million
years, he like my mother.
For example, at age riwhen
got caught shoplifting, my
mother made me write a letter of
apology to the store along with
the money for the item 1 swore
through tears of humiliation that
I would never be like my mother
and make my child do something like that.
Or the time that my mother
warned me to be careful with
my new credit cards, not to
charge myself into debt. She sat
with me and a stack of bills and
helped me pay off my credit
cards. Then she took them away
and cut them up. Once again
confirming my conviction to
never he like my mother.
All the times that she forced
me to go to the doctor and the
dentist. When she made me
push myself to do well in
school. All those things that
children don’t understand why

every moment on this planet
miserable. but that she just
wanted to keep nte on the right
path.
Every lesson our mothers try
to teach us is to help us to become a good person. Mothers
try to guide us while they allow
us to make our own mistakes
The rood is never easy and
many tears are shed along the
path to adulthood.
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The road is never
easy and many tears
are shed along the
path to adulthood.

But as I stand on my own t
heel. the humps and bruises ,,t
childhood stretch long into the
past. I can say my mother did a
pretty good job. And now I can
say that the woman who started
out as my enemy. is now my
hest friend.

they have to do, she made me
do.
But as I grew up. I realized
that she was right. When she
gave me advice that I conveniently choose to ignore. she
was doing it because she knew
what she was talking about.
It was these realizations that
led me to understand that my
mother wasn’t ,ito to make my

Those lessons were so hard to
learn. But now I feel that each
leson made a little bit of my
mother’s character and wisdom
rub off on me.
And as Mother’s Day draws
closer. I am proud to be able to
say I ant becoming my mother
If I am half as good as she is
I am a lucky person.
’
Denise Reynolds is a
staff writer

Tuning in on the Soviet situation
I turned on my shortwave
radio lust week hoping to hear
the English-language broadcast
of "Radio Vilnius." a program
from Lithuania.
The signal was faint and I
could barely make out what was
being said. After all, a radio signal all the way from Lithuania
should not be expected to sound
like a local AM or FM station.
The frequency and time I was
listening to matched the listing
!Or "Radio Vilnius." hut the
station turned out to be "Radio
Moscow". This surprised me.
"Radio Mosnot
cat
ii much
stronger signal, but because I
really wanted to hear the point
of view from Lithuania.
It should not have shocked
me, however, considering the
history of Soviet shortwave
broadcasting.
It must have been six years
since I last listened to "Radio
Vilnius." The station’s signal,
again, was very weak. As far as
the program material, the station broadcasted regurgitations
of progaganda that its more
powerful sister. "Radio Moscow," became so adept at transmitting.
Why listen to something so
difficult to hear. like "Radio
Vilnius." when an almost perfectly clear "Radio Moscow"
was broadcasting the same
views from the Soviet Union?
The choice was easy.
With the recent events involved in Lithuania’s proclamation of independance, however,
1 was compelled to tune in to the
station and, hopefully, hear beyond the pops and snaps of the
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By Brian Wright
I was curious as to
what Lithuania was
proclaiming to the
world.
radio waves to the muffled
voices speaking of the current
situation in their country. I was
curious as to what Lithuania
was proclaiming to the world.
Anything broadcast from the
Soviet Union during a time of
domestic crisis I quickly try to
receive. Over the winter break,
for example. I was able to tune
in the "Voice of Yerevan"
from the Soviet Republic of Armenia. Although the once-a-day
English broadcasts are only five
to 10 minutes in duration. I was
anxious to hear what this Soviet
Republic had to say.
The signal was good. I could
hear the announcer’s Armenianaccented English with no difficulty. To my dismay, however,
there was only a passing reference to the Armenian-Azerbaijani conflict in the Nogomo-Karabakh region of Azerbaijan that

Column policy
by members of the
/toil\:11//express the opinion of the writer.
t,’Fied C0ilinin1

was dominating the news media
.it that time.
I was disappointed.
After a few minutes of what I
thought was "Radio Vilnius."
the station identification came
on and I was quite disturbed
when, like a stalking cat on ambush. "this is the world service
of ’Radio Moscow" crackled
from the speaker and killed my
curiosity.
Actually. I should have expected it.
With the Soviet Union unwilling to recognize the independapce of I ithuania. it) no won ’der the radio space of
"Vilnius" has been trespassed
by the signal bombers from
Moscow.
"Radio Moscow," however,
has gone through some tremendous changes the last few years.
Under Gorbachev’s glasnost,
the station has left behind the
"silent treatment" of domestic
issues that were embarrassing to
the Soviet government.
I remember the downing of
the Korean Airline by Soviet
fighter jets over the Kamchatka
Pennisula. It was three days
later that "Radio Moscow"
transmitted a short and vague
account of the incident. Nearly
one week later, it finally transmitted the justification of shooting the civilian aircraft: it was a
spy plane for the U.S..
Those days of long awaited
responses from Moscow might
he gone, but the control it is
willing to exercise over its people has not subsided.
Brian Wright is a Daily stall
writer
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Transfer students add diversity
Editor,
There comes a time when you can reach a point
of diminishing returns. I think we have reached that
point with Mr. Rostad’s letter. Mr. Rostad. I am (Inc
of those "community college" transfers that you referred to as (Inc of the problems at SJSU. I fail to understand how I am a problem? What type of logic are
we looking at here? Is this campus now going to discriminate against transfer students and commuter students? If this is the case. I give up! Mr. Rostad can go
to hell if he thinks that I am the cause of many of the
problems he sees at SJSU.
There is an old saying that goes like this, "unless
you have walked 100 miles in someone else’s mocassins, how can you know how he feels’?" I hated junior
college, it was just a vehicle I used to go to a four-year
institution. To me it is not a "badge of honor" as Mr.
Rostad so eloquently states.
I wanted to get involved in "college activities"
when I came here and I did. I have been involved in
more clubs than 1 have space to mention them in. I am
more involved in this campus than some students who
have lived and gone to SJSU for four years.
College is a place for diversity, and transfer and
commuter students help to make it diverse! To label
us as problems is petty and mean-spirited! I resent Mr.
Rostad’s implications and I hope everyone he singled
out for criticism does hat.
To Mr. Rostad, maybe you need to live life and
understand that not everyone is as great as you are.
You need to live life and learn a very important word. . . TOLERANCE. Something of which you have

none.

Jason Walker
Senior
Political Science

Letters to the Editor

Publicity more than adequate

making an issue of it. The school is not by any means
discouraging people riding their bikes TO campus,
they just don’t want the bikes ON campus.
Mr. Lawler. are you saying that someone living a
kw blocks away from campus is going to drive their
car to school instead of riding their bike because of the
hike policy? I hod that to he pretty ludicrous. What is
wrong with walking to classes’? I can get to the opposite side of the campus in the 10 minutes between
classes w Mt no problem and without running! What I
don’t understand is that you want the exercise of riding y 1111r bike to school and are around campus, then
what’s w wog vv ith walking a few feet to class? Isn’t
thnt ercist or is that too sttettnous’fbr ydo
Yoti canierde down 9th Mite ny,thevemt,kki,
the business classrooms and the east side of the Sin
dent Union. You can also ride your bike through most
of Seventh Street in front of the Music Building and
the west side of the Engineering Building. Those two
streets alone can get you pretty close to most of the
buildings on campus where you would only have to
walk a couple of strenuous feet. If riding your bike on
campus is such a big deal for you. Mr. Lawler. why
don’t you ride your bike on the campus on the weekends when it is allowed’?
As for bike lanes. I know that they aren’t going
to work. Ni) one is using the existing bike lanes that
are on Seventh Street anyway; so why would anyone
use bike lanes if they were painted all over campus’?
No one would abide by the lanes. Pedestrians will
walk in them and some bicyclists speeding through
campus for (Inc reason or another sure isn’t going to
follow the hike lanes, and then he’ll probably hit
someone; that is how the bike policy got started.
This campus is not made for hundreds of bicyclists to ride wherever they please even if we did have
lanes. This campus is small and at certain times there
are as many as 25-30 thousand people here. If we
were the Universtiy of California at Davis or UC
Santa Cruz. then I could see bikes on campus. because that’s the only way to get around on a campus
that is spread out as those are, but bikes are mint
needed on a campus of our size; it is just too small and
compact.
do agree with you, Mr. Lawler, that more bike
racks are needed in the authorized areas, but would
you lock up your bike at one of these racks’? Probably
not. You want bike racks inside of every classroom so
you can ride into class because you can’t handle walking around on this small campus.
Yes. Mr. Lawler. I do my environmental thing.
in case you’re wondering. I ride my bike the eight
mile round-trip to the airport for my classes.
Thomas Beach

I would like to reply to J.B. Pritchert’s letter in
the May 9 issue of the Spartan Daily. As an elected
member of GALA’s publicity committee. I feel my
efforts were attacked.
Mr. Pritchert claims that we have not publicized
our events to the campus community. Every Monday
a form for the SpartaGuide is turned in to run from
Tuesday until Thursday. Occasionally, the Spartan
Daily is unable to run all SpartaGuide spots due to
space limitations. This service is free and, we always
take-advantage,of it. We,have photocopies of all the
SpartaGuide forms we’ve turned in.
We have posted flyers all around campus. including classroom buildings. residence halls and the
display case in the Student Union. Except for the Student Union display cases, the flyers are usually ripped
or taken down within a day or two of their posting, by
bigots, homophobes and by gay, lesbian or bisexual
udents who want the information but don’t want to
be seen reading the flyers. Our graphic artist and I
have spent more than 15 hours writing. formatting and
printing the flyers and announcements this past semester alone.
Mr. Pritchert claims that we don’t let the "3.7(X)
gay and lesbian" or bisexual students know of our
events. He seems to know of some way of addressing
just this group of people. I have never myself been
able to identify a gay, lesbian or bisexual person without being told or assuming. Mr. Pritchert. Do you
know of some secret handshake or password? Please
inform me immediately; we could stop running off
several hundred flyers for each announcement or
event.
Mr. Pritchert, to the best of my knowledge, and
those elected officials and other members of GALA
I se talked to, you have never offered your time to:
canvass the campus posting flyers, work for the
speaker’s bureau or volunteer your time to do boothing in front of the Student Union. Have you gone to
any of our steering committee meetings? NO?
GALA is an organization that has in the past
gone above and beyond what our statement of intent
says. I myself have traveled to San Francisco State
University as a speaker’s bureau member to sit on a
lifestyles panel at the last minute because their originally scheduled speaker canceled out. Patti Fahey.
GALA’s co-president. sat on a panel for the AIDS and
People of Color program. These are only two of the
dozens of activities that various members of GALA
have participated in.
Mr. Pritchert states that other schools in the state
have "vary active Gay Alliances." Those "other
schools" also have been funding their GALAs. This
Aviation
A
coming year will be the first semester we will have the
funds needed to run the programs we all would like to
see. If Mr. Pritchert is so disgruntled with our group
why has he never expressed his concerns to anyone in
Editor,
the group or run for an elected office? Mr. Pritchcrt. I
I retired from SJSU in 1983. While there I supinvite you to join the publicity committee, we would ported
and attended many Spartan football games.
love your input and extra time to post flyers around
along with many friends and fellow employees. I also
campus.
Mike Kummerrer have had season tickets every year since my retirement. In order to attend, I have driven from the MonMember GALA Publicity ( lllll mime
terey area to the games at Spartan Stadium, Sparlfm
games at Stockton. Stanford and the California Bowls
PlIliticai science
in Fresno.
However, since President Gail Fullerton has chitsen to fire Coach Claude Gilbert instead of Athletic
Director Randy Hoffman, who has done very little or
nothing for the SJSU athletic programs. I will not Iv
Lditor,
To Mr. Lawler’s May 8 bike policy bashing let- attending any more Spartan games as long as HofftMan
ter. I can remember the last time someone was hit by a is employed there.
Coach Gilbert has been the best thing that has
bicycle; in fact. I remember the last two times and
they were both as recent as last semester. One incident happened to the football program in the 30 years that I
involved a faculty member and the other was a stu- have been associated with SJSU. The underhanded
dent. Though both parties escaped with a couple of and most unprofessional manner in which Hoffnilan
scrapes and bruises, they were lucky and so was the has dealt with Coach Gilbert is totally outrageous apd
school. Mr. Lawler’s once-in-a-decade megabuck unacceptable.
Colleges and universities can ill -afford people
lawsuit he was talking about is all that’s needed to
raise our school’s tuition fees and I’m sure not paying like Hoffman heading up their athletic departments.:
Please, Mr. Hoffman, get the hell out of Silt)
for someone else’s mistake.
Why does everybody who writes about the bike athletics!
policy always bring the automobile in with it’? The car
Robert Atktns
has nothing to do with the hike policy, yet everyone is
Carmel N’alley, CA

Hoffman not living up to title

Bike policy is necessary
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Baltic republics to
coordinate policy
MOSCOW (API - Estonia Wednesday proposed esti&
fishing a council of the leaders of the three Baltic republics 1,
coordinate policies as they seek independence from the So’. lei
Umoo, government spokesmen said.
The proposal, if accepted by Baltic neighbors Latvia and
Lithuania. would further integrate the republics. All three were
forcibly annexed by the Soviet Union in 1940.
’So far. it’s just an Estonian proposal." said Leivi Sher.
spokesman for Estonia’s Supreme Soviet. or parliament. The
parliament’s Executive Committee approved the measure.
Also yesterday, the three republics said they signed an 4reement for the direct exchange of agricultural supplies without
going through central Soviet organizations. Most transactions in
the Soviet Union are channeled through central ministries or
trade organizations. The Kremlin imposed a partial economic
embargo on Lithuania after it declared independence.
Sher said the proposed Council of Baltic States "would decide political questions." Asked whether the council would constitute a confederation of the Baltic states, he said: "It will lead
to their integration."
The proposal would revive a council that the three republics
formed in 1934 when they were independent between the world
wars, said Valle Feldman, a spokesman for the Estonian Foreign
Ministry. It would consist of the president, prime minister and
foreign minister of each republic, and could make non-binding
recommendations to the three governments.
It was unclear whether Latvia and Lithuania would agree to
the proposal. Lithuanian spokesmen said no agreement was
likely before the return to Vilnius next week of Lithuanian Prime
Minister Kazimiera Prunskiene, in Paris as part of a tour of
Western capitals.
All three republics have been seeking independence from
the Soviet Union. Following Lithuania’s declaration, Latvia on
May 4 declared its independence, saying it would take effect
after an unspecified transition period.
On Tuesday, Estonia dropped the trappings of Soviet
power
including its flag and name
invoked sections of the
I93g constitution that declared independence, and proclaimed
solidarity with Latvia and Lithuania.
Gorbachev has not responded to the Estonian actions and is
said to be studying I.to via’s actions.
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Cocaine users estimate doubles
WASHINGTON (AP) Nearly 2.2 million Americans are
hard-core cocaine addicts, more than double the official count of
those who use the drug at least once a week, according to a Senate report released Thursday.
The findings underscored a dispute between Joseph R.
Biden, D-Del., and a number of other lawmakers and the administration over whether to aim the thrust of the drug war against
hard-core or casual users.
Biden has said hard-core users should be the primary target, while national drug policy director William Bennett has advocated efforts directed mainly at stemming casual cocaine use.
The report estimated that New York had the most hard-core
addicts. with 434.000. After that came California. 125.000;
Texas. 144.000.

AZT approved for children with AIDS
ANAHEIM (AP) The experimental AIDS drug AZT has
extended the lives of children with HIV infection without causing major side effects, two studies show.
The studies helped persuade the U.S. Food and Drug Administration last week to approve the use of AZT in children
with the AIDS virus, researchers said Tuesday.
AZT, or azidothymidine. is the only drug known to
lengthen the lives of adults with acquired immune deficiency
syndrome.
In one study, researchers in nine cities tested 88 children
who were severely ill with AIDS or AIDS-related complex. Another team in Detroit studied 25 infants who had the virus but
showed no symptoms. AZT seemed to produce dramatic results
for the infants and smaller, but significant, improvements in
older, sicker children, researchers said.
Although two of the 25 infants in the Detroit study died belore AZT treatment began in December 1987, none has died
since.
The 92 percent survival rate compares with a 61 percent
survival rate for H1V-infected infants not treated with AZT, said
Duane D. Harrison. a researcher at Wayne State University and
Children’s Hospital of Michigan.

Additional charges for Mayor Barry
WASHINGTON (AP) Mayor
Marion Barry was indicted on six additional drug charges Thursday alleging he pussexed cocaine on half-a-dozen occasions from the fall of 1984
until his arrest in January.
Barry, 54, was first indicted Feb. 15 on five misdemeanor
counts of cocaine possession and three felony counts of lying to
a grand jury about his alleged drug use.
The same grand jury returned Thursday’s indictments.
Barry is scheduled to go on trial June 4 on all 14 charges.
Barry has consistently denied any drug use.
One of the misdemeanor counts returned today charges
Barry with conspiracy to possess cocaine. The other five counts
charge him with possession of cocaine.
The conspiracy count alleges that from the fall of 1984 until
Barry’s arrest in an FBI sting operation, the mayor "obtained.
possessed and used cocaine powder and crack with more than 10
persons at more than 20 locations, including private residences,
hotels, business establishments and government offices, both inside and outside the United States." said a statement released by
U.S. Attorney Jay B. Stephens.
The indictment did not name any of the other individuals
Barry allegedly used cocaine with.
Conviction on the conspiracy count and each of the possession counts carry penalties of up to one year in prison and a fine
of $100,0(8).

Enroute to see Pope, 26 die in crash
twin-engine
TUXTLA GUTIERREZ. Mexico (AP) A
. plane crashed Thursday as it tried to land in this southeastern
city, killing 26 of the 38 people on board, the manager of the
airline said. Most were headed to see the pope.
The plane crashed nearly two miles short of a runway at
Military Air Base No. 6 on the outskirts of Tuxtla Gutierrez. Miguel Angel Guadarrama. manager of Aviacion de Chiapas,
S.A.. said.
"There were 38 people on board, including the crew. and
12 of them survived. The rest died. Many of the passengers. in
fact most of them. were government officials." Guadarrama
said in a telephone interview.

SUBOD accepts
budget proposal
for coming year
11) INitise Re)nolds
Daily staff svnter
The Student Union Board of Directors will have $1 .1 million more
to work with when they come back
to school in the fall.
Last week the board approved a
$3.9 million budget for 1990-1991
on a 8-0 vote with two members
abstaining.
The 1989-90 $2.8 million budget was left with a deficit of S338.498 because of the first year of operation of the Event Center.
"It takes four or five games to
produce the revenue of one concert, but it costs the same amount
to staff each event," said Scott
Lane. chairman of the board and a
member of the finance committee.
Estimated event costs for last
year’s budget were set at
$60,750
costs
were
actual
$17 1.3(X).
The large deficit forced the
funds in the local reserve, which
were $572,364 in June 1989, down
to $142,273. Local reserve funds
are student fees that arc held in reserve at SJSU.
In order to get the local reserve
fund up to S400,(XX). the proposed
amount for 1990-91, the budget
takes an estimated SI 70,0(X) from
SJSU’s budget reserve held at the
CSU Chancellor’s Office in Long
Beach.
Student Union Director Ron
Barrett said that money being requested from the chancellor’s office reserve is "to help build our
local reserves up so we don’t get
into a position without money to
operate."
Additional income will be made
up from income generated by the
Event Center.
The 1990-91 budget set the proposed income of the Event Center
at $804,525.
The Student Union fee, $71 a
semester, will not be increased.
according to the income budget.
The. rates for ’table -tennis, and
billiards will be increased. Currently, the rate to play table tennis
is SI per 45 minutes for students
and $2 per 45 minutes for non-students. The increase would bring
the rate up to $1.50 per hour for

students and $3 per hour for non
students .
A similar increase for billiards
would raise the rate from $2 an
hour for students to $3 an how.
and from 14 an hour for non-stu
dents to 56.
The expenses for the proposed
budget included for the first time
54.100 for the Monterey Count
Campus and $1.960 for the Moss
Landing Marine Laboritories for
equipment.
An additional $95,650 is requested from the Chancellor’s Office Repair and Replacement for
maintenance of the Student Union
and Event Center.
Proposed maintenance work includes repairs for the Student
Union roof, estimated at 545,000.
replacement of five Student Union
entrance doors, costing 510.000.
and replacement of the amphitheater stage for 57.000.
Nine doors in the Racquetball
C’ourts, at $12,150, are being replaced for doors with large glass
windows. The present doors have
peep holes, making it difficult to
see into the courts. Recreation
manager Cathy Busalacchi said the
doors are being replaced "for supervision reasons, so that my staff
can check for proper eyewear and
shoes."
Additional
replacements ot
audio-visual equipment, furniture
for the Aquatics Center, chairs for
the Student Union TV lounge and
office chairs and desks, all totaling
521,500. were requested.
The only concerns voiced about
the budget came from Gene Kim,
SUBOD member, about the proposed rate increase at the billiard
tables. According to Kim, the rate
has not changed since 1985. however, he believes that although the
increase is only a $1. it will be difficult for students to pay.
An attached fact sheet included
with the budget, however, cited
comincr(4 ’billiards rales.
highest hourly rate was $8 and the
lowest was $3. The SUBOD agreed that the proposed SJSU’s billiard rate increase was comparable
to the commercial rates and approved the inerea.e

TODAY
SJSU FOLK DANCE CLUB: Class and requests. Beg lot Kolo Drop -ins welcome, 8
p.m. to 10 p.m.. Women s Gym Spartan
Complex Am. 89 Call 293-1302 or 2876369
AKBAYAN: Ice cream social, 10.30 pm. to
midnight. Northside Community Center (6th
and Empire). Call 972-2416
SPARTACUS: Election of officers for next
semester, 1130 a m Engineenng 486 Call
241-7587
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE: Video presentation "Men of Color, Absence in Academia,- 9 a.m, to noon. Engineering Room
189 Call 924-6117
A.S.P.B.: Comedy act ’Black Shabbos. 8
p m.. (Tickets available in A S Box Office)
Moms Dailey Auditorium. Call 924-6261

YesterDaily
Because ninny students are not
on campus every day. Yesternaih
provides readers with a recap
the previous day’s top stories.
San Jose City Council candidate
David Pandori. sponsoring a showing of the 1990 Festival of Animation for SJSU students, outlined
his platform at Camera 3 Theater.
He said Tuesday that he plans to
improve parking downtown and
provide for housiN for students.
About 23 students organized a
wellness fair Monday so students
could take time out for their health
Twenty-one campus and community organizations were represented. Students attending the
fair tested their body fat and endurance.
SJSU first baseman Ozzie Fernandez was suspended indefinitek
for missing curfew last weekend in
Irvine. Fernandez is the Spartan
cleanup hitter and is second on the
team in RBIs. His situation will be
re-evaluated if the team makes the
playoffs

\hIlann --

oseph
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staff photographer

Kristian Hohenbrink. a senior majoring in biochemistry, spends
his Sunday afternoon juggling his shoes and shirt while waiting for
friends hy the natural science building.

Media, police not to blame for riots, chief says
CHIC() (AP) Chico poke
He said his office had received
Chief John Bullerjahn blames the four complaints of brutality but he
weekend riots on the 93 people ar- couldn’t name the officers inrested, not the media (Sr the police. volved.
Bullerjahn told a news conference Wednesday that 27 of the 93 1
AFFORDABLE
*.\
people arrested were students at
HEALTH INSURANCE
Chico State University.
Immadlat Coverage
He also acknowledged that sonic
of the force used by police officers
1(800)322-0310
was attributable to emotions.
Blue Cross/Blue Shield

WORK HARD, PLAY HARD
EARN $6-8000 THIS SUMMER!
Earn big money this summer as a sales
representative working in the home
improvement industry.
No experience needed. We will provide
a full training seminar.
Hours are flexible and commissions
are high, allowing you to work this
summer so you can play during school.

PHI ALPHA THETA (HISTORY HONOR
SOCIETY): "An Irish Adventure:. a dramati(
and storytelling presentation. 3.30 p m
DMH 150 Call 971-8256

For more information, call Allyson at

RADICAL REALITY CHI ALPHA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: Bible Study and
Worship service. 730 pm, DH 135 Call
(415) 948-0822
A.S.P.B.: Black Shabbos. 8 p.m Morris
Daily Aud Call 924-6261
OHANA OF HAWAII: Pizza night, 8 pm
Pizza Hut on Tully Rd Call 924-7942

SPARTAN DAILY

Shoe juggler

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. The
deadline for entries is 10 a.m. No
phone-in items will be accepted.

[1

248-3233
MIMEO

Five Star Ltd.,
3221 Stevens Creek Bvld
San Jose
95117

C<

SUMMER STORAGE
SPECIAL
FOR SAN JOSE STATE STUDENTS
MAY15thTHROUGH AUGUST 31st

C.B.D. Indoor Mini Storage is:
Conveniently located - 1 mile from SJSU
’Clean - Well lighted - Security
’Open Monday through Saturday 8am - 7pm
Sunday 10am - 6pm.

-5’ x 5’ $50.00 ALL SUMMER.
04415’ x 10’ $90.00 ALL SUMMER.
No Security

C.B.D.

INDOOR

MINI STORAGE
570 Cinnabar Street
Downtown San Jose
292-4800

Deposit Required
Taylor
C1nnabar
6.
xc
a.

Julian
Santa thai a

280

11’,5
010111
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McEnery, local leaders celebrate
new Bay Area hockey franchise
’slat Is Smith
Daily *tan wider
San Jose Mayor Tom Mclinery
and other local officials welcomed
the owners of the Bay Area’s new
National Hockey League team during a luncheon at a San Jose hotel
Ibursday.
George Gond, co-owner of the
new franchise, expressed his excitement to he brining the most exciting spectator sport" to the Bay
Area. He has expressed the most
interest in basing the franchise in
San Jose.
McEnery said he doesn’t know
the Gunds personally. but they
both have mutual friends and are
looking forward to working out a
deal for the city of San Jose and the
new NHL team.
The team is expected to play in
the city’s new downtown arena,
which is scheduled to open in 1992
in time for the ’92-93 NHL season.
Ground breaking for the downtown arena is scheduled for thissummer.
The franchise will start playing
in the ’91-92 season at the Cow

The Gunds have until
1991 to meet NHL
criteria for feasiblity
of the franchise.
Palace in Daly City.
George. along with his brother
and co-owner Gordon Gund, sold
the North Stars to Howard Baldwin, who was initially interested in
acquiring a team in the Bay Area,
especially San Jose. With the sale
of the Minnesota franchise the
Gunds bought the rights to the new
Bay Area franchise, announced at
NHL owners’ meetings in Chicago.
The Gunds have until 1991 to
meet the NHL criteria for feasiblity
of the franchise. These include a
modem 15.000 seat arena with
luxury boxes and a season ticket
base of 10.(N) fans.
The Bay Area is the biggest metropolitan area that does not have an

NHL team.
Gund praised grass -roots idgjIllnitions. such as the lobby group
Pro Hockey San Jose. headed by
James Hager. These types of interest groups demonstrated San Jose’s
interest in hosting the Bay Area expansion franchise, according to
ieorge Gond.
McEnery praised the work of his
special committee, headed by
Ikan Munro, for its effort to acquire a major sports franchise
The team, which does not have a
definite name or city, will he conducting a contest to name the team.
The Gunds hope that the team’s
name will appropriately represent
the city it will call home.
Two-hundred possibilties for
nicknames are currently being considered. There are no team colors
yet. either.
As of Thursday. a SI(X) deposit
will be accepted to reserve as many
season tickets as desired. The
money will he put into an interest bearing escrow account with the
interest going to help earthquake
relief.

Owner returns to Bay Area

Gund is optimistic

A lottery will he conducted for
potential season ticket holders to
determine who gets the best seats
According to the president of the
team, Art Savage, who came over
from the North Stars. the Bay Area
team will receive many young
players front the Minnesota farm
system. building a core of youth.
The team will also participate in
the supplemental expansion draft.
All the N111. franchises have to
protect 16 skaters and two goalies.
while the unprotected players will
he eligible for the draft.
Veteran third- to fourth-line
players will be availible to mix in
with the raw, youthful talent. Savage said.
The Bay Area is not foreign to
the Gunds, who are headquartered
in San Francisco and are the former owners of the defunct San
Francico/California Golden Seals.
No money has changed hands
with the city of San Jose and the
Gunds, so the deal is not cut in
stone. There was much enthusiasm
and praise front both sides during
the luncheon.

Way-out water skier

SJSU waterski club member Craig Swenson bails out at the second
buoy during the men’s slalom event Saturday. The tournament was

Coaches dress to win
Phoenix Suns and
(AP) The
New York Knicks are convinced
they can win tonight if only their
coaches are dressed properly.
Suns coach Cotton Fitzsimmons, a natty dresser who always
wears a shirt, tie and coat courtside, forgot his dressier clothes and
borrowed a golf shirt for Tuesday
night’s game with the Los Angeles
I .akers.
After a 104-102 victory gave
him his first coaching victory ever
in 38 tries at the Forum. Fitzsimmons was not going to be convinced his attire didn’t play a role.
"I’ve worn 51(5-$95 shirts in
here and not won," Fitzsimmons
said, grinning. "I may keep this
shirt forever. Yes. I’ll certainly
wear it again Thursday night."
While the Suns take a 1-0 lead
into Game 2. New York coach Stu
Jackson had s e sartorial problems in the Knicks’ series-opening
I 1 2-77 loss to Detroit.
Jackson didn’t have the lucky
navy blue spoil coat and tan slacks
that he wore in the Knicks’ three
dramaticfirst-round victories over
Boston because the outfit was at
the cleaners.
"I’d worn it for so long that it
was starting to smell bad." said
Jackson. who wore a black sport
coat and gray slacks Tuesday
night. "It had to go to the cleaners.
hut there wasn’t enough time to get
it back out .
Jackson said he’ll wear the clean
outfit tonight when the Knicks and
Pistons meet again at the Palace
"I feel a little undressed without

Team
W L Pct.
Cal St. Fullerton 11 4 733
Fresno State
12 6 667
Santa Barbara 11 7 .611
UNLV
10 8 .556
Long Beach St. 9 9 .500
SJSU
8 10 .444
UC Irvine
7 11 .389
Pacific
1 14 .067
(through Sunday, May 6)

GB
.5
1.5
2.5
3.5
4.5
5.5
10

1991-92 before. the Gund.
hope. moving to San Jose a yeai
later.
We are excited about the
prospects of the Bay Area.
said
George’s hometown . ’
(iordon. usually the spokesman
tor the brothers.
"George and I had some
great times tin Minnesota). We
would like to have not had the
difficulties that we did over ilk.
past few years.
The Gunds said they lost SI(’
million over the last three years
Nevertheless, they said they are
happy that Baldwin and Bel, berg were able to save the franchise.
The Gunds sold the North
Stars for 536 million but will
pay S50 million plus startup expense% for a franchise in an area
that has already’ proven to be
unsteady hockey country.
Asked why the Gunds
thought this business endca-.iii
would succeed where the past
NHL endeavor in the Bay area
didn’t, George took the microphone.

Fans may soon pay
to see sports on TV

Kelly Davis Daily staff photographer
held at the Bell Aqua in Rio Linda. Fellow club members Erik 14’ordal and Skip Noble also competed in the men’s trick skiing event.

Fight ends baseball game
as four get suspensions

them,’’ he said.
Tonight’s other game has PortPowers was ejected from thr.
SAN FRANCISCO AP) Two
land taking a 2-0 lead into Game 3
of the Western Conference semifi- baseball coaches and two players game last Friday in Reno and the
have been suspended in connection announcement said he "must serve
nals at San Antonio.
Wednesday night’s only game with a bench-clearing brawl be- an additional one-game suspension
saw Chicago defeat Philadelphia tween the University of Nevada- for that ejection."
San Diego assistant coach Jake
101-96 for a 2-0 lead in the Eastern Reno and the University of San
Diego, the West Coast Conference Molina received a Iwo-game susConference.
pension for "initiating the conThe Knicks will need more than announced Wednesday.
frontation with Powers which rethe proper attire against the deof
San
Diego
John Cunningham
fending champion Pistons, who and Gary Powers of Nevada-Reno sulted in their ejections front the
shot 52.2 percent while their tena- will be suspended for three games contest."
"We expect our coaches to be
cious defense held the Knicks to "for failure to adequately control
competitive. hut also to be leaders
35.6 percent.
their teams." the league said in
and gentlemen," said conference
Detroit dominated New York in statement.
commissioner Michael Gilleran.
every phase. The Pistons front
The fight, which broke out in
Nevada-Reno first baseman
court outscored New York’s 352.5. in backcourt points 32-12. and John DeRicco and San Diego the fourth inning with Nevadashortstop Chad Boyd received two- Reno leading 3-1, forced the
bench points 45-40.
of the first gaine of a
It was the I I th consecutive play- game suspensions. The league said cancellation
three-game series.
off victory for the Pistons, dating the two "sparked the incident."
back to last year, leaving them just
COUPON
two short of the NBA record set by .
the Los Angeles Laker% (1988-89).
"We just have to forget about
that game when we go out there
Thursday night." Jackson said.
BIG WEST CONFERENCE
BASEBALL STANDINGS

ROSTAIONT. Ill. t.’P) -- In
1976. George Guild’s tirewits
were dashed.
A big hockey tan and a former hockey player. he had
bought into the California Seals
the previous year. But the team
was going belly -up and he had
to admit that the San Francisco
area which he called home
just might not he able to
support an NHL team.
George was instrumental in
moving the team to Cleveland in
1976. And, in 1977, he and
brother Gordon bought the club.
The Clewland Barons also had
trouble and the Gunds merged
their team with the struggling.
Minnesota North Stars.
George Gund had an NHL
team, but not in California.
Not until now.
The league’s Board of Governors on Wednesday approved a
deal that allowed the Gunds to
sell the North Stars to Howard
Baldwin and Morris Bel/berg.
As part of the transaction, the
Gunds were awarded an expansion franchise that will play in
Daly City’s Cow Palace in
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sports fans don’t have to worry
about paying to see the Super Bowl
or World Series on television
yet.
But a panel of professional baseball, football and basketball executives told a House subcommittee
hearing that as costs go up and network television viewership goes
down, teams will lean more towards the green pastures of cable.
particularly for local viewing of
baseball.
That doesn’t mean viewers will
have to pay $10 just to watch the
Super Bowl or the World Series
at least for the foreseeable future.
Network :IV still Foipprptii Ate
audiences airia acRknising revenue
to outbid cable TV for the major
championship events, the executives said.
"I am confident that for some
time to come, free television will
remain the key method of distribution to our fans," National Basketball Association commissioner
David J. Stern told the House Energy and Commerce telecommunications and finance subcommittee.
"I do not anticipate any dramatic change in the number of
NBA games available on. or shifting of our key events away from,
free over-the-air television."
Stern, along with his counterparts at the National Football
League and major league baseball,
said they could not foresee major
championship games going to payper-view cable before the year
2000.
NFL commissioner Paul Tagliahue repeated an earlier pledge that
the Super Bowl would not be offered on pay cable in this decade.
However, under questioning by
Rep. Edward J. Markey, 0-Mass..
Tagliabue and the other executives

would me make the s.aine wed
lions for sports on so-called ha.i
cable services.
Tagliabue said it was ’e
tremely unlikely" that the Super
Bowl would appear on basic cable
in the next 10 years. but for regular-season games he said he
couldn’t say what would happen. ’
"Beyond the next four years. its
is difficult to speculate as to the nature of NFL television arrangements." he said.
Stern said the NBA championship games were under contract to
CBS until 1997. But he would not.
predict who: would happen after
that in light of statistics showing
the three makr netvyWrs vbaye
the viewing audience has dropped
from about 95 percent to about 65
percent in the past decade.
"I don’t think you’re going to
see an increase in network" shares :
of the audience. Stem added.
Baseball commissioner Francis
T. Vincent Jr. said the issue was
not so much championship games,
to which networks can attract large
audiences and therefore outbid
cable, but in the broadcast of local
games.
He said Chicago White Sox
baseball recently went to national
cable superstation WGN when no
local broadcasters would bid for
the rights. Elsewhere, Vincent said
that because of cable. baseball fans
are seeing games they otherwise
would not have had access to.
Despite the assurances, there is
a growing concern in Congress that
free TV sports may he becoming a
thing of the past and that professional sports leagues may not be
living up to their presumed "responsibilities" to the local communities under laws that give the
teams exemption from antitrust
laws.

IN AN AGE OF
DISCOVERY
Discover San lose Medical Center
Discover San Jose Medical Center and give your career a
clean bill of health. As a designated trauma center and
full-service community hospital, we offer our new graduates
superior training and numerous opportunities for growth
and development. We offer a 7-week receptorship program in your area of interest. Opportunities are available
for the following:

New Graduate Nurses
PT/FT
Critical Care Telemetry Care Ortho
Medical/Surgical Emergency/Trauma
Center for Rehabilitation Maternal Child
Pediatrics Oncology
We offer excellent compensation packages, relocation
assistance, tuition reimbursement, scheduled irtservices/
workshops, clinical ladder, bonus rewards for certification
and 12-hour shift opportunities. Please send your resume to
Lisa Higuera, Nurse Recruiter, San Jose Medical Center,
6756. Santa Clara Street, San Jose, CA 95112 or call
(408) 977-4666. FOE/ AA M/F/H/V

SAN JOSE
low MEDICAL CENTER
An Affiliate of Health Dim-nsions Incorporated
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Downtown’s Pavilion shops are pricing students ou
Tony Mercado
Spew/ to the Doty

Fireworks burst in the skies
"The Pavilion is too
above downtown San Jose on May
11, 1989, the grand opening day of
its yuppie shops."
the Pavilion Shops. More than 5.000
people strolled around the new
shopping mall, browsing through the
up-scale retail shops and restaurants.
The celebration was intended to even offered suggestions as to the
mark a new beginning for San Jose’s type of stores that would appeal to
downtown, a rebirth of a time when students, she said.
the area was alive with the energy of
The campus president suggested
shoppers and people out for a walk that students would be drawn to the
through the city.
Pavilion if it included bookstores,
In the 1970s, the downtown had coffee shops and apparel stores
decayed to the point where many suitable to the tastes and budgets of
people chose to shop elsewhere. On college students, Hearle said.
South First Street. adult bookstores,
Hearle said she realized that
sex shops and pornographic movie many of the stores in the Pavilion
theaters attracted gang members and are not geared toward student needs.
prostitutes. Many businesses left the The shops are aimed more at
area because it had become too downtown business people and
seedy.
convention goers.
In the early 1980s, a major
redevelopment project began in the
"We haven’t done well, but one of
downtown area to revitalize the area our goals is definitely to appeal
and bring businesses back. By the more to students," she said.
end of the decade, the downtown
Dennis Korabika, a senior
underwent a major facelift and the development officer for the
Pavilion was one of the centerpieces Downtown Association, said the
Pavilion is trying to attract the
of the redeveloped city.
student market.
But the mall’s grand opening
"The mall has included
would be one of its few bright bookstores, music shops and, of
moments. The $30 million project, course, some food (restaurants)," he
so far, has fallen short of the said.
planners’ original expectations, said
Some of the mall’s previous
Vicki Hearle, the Pavilion’s establishments, such as clothing
stores aimed at business people, had
manager.
Hearle said she hoped that the styles and prices that did not appeal
mall would bring in a substantial to students, he said.
Another problem the mall faces
amount of revenue during the first
few months. "We didn’t come is that it’s located farther than
students want to walk, Korabika
close," she said.
With downtown’s close proximity said.
Jennifer Munday, the assistant
to SJSU, developers believed that
college students would help marketing director for the mall and
an SJSU advertising graduate, said
revitalize the retail shops, she said.
Hearle met with SJSU President that extensive advertising will begin
Gail Fullerton on April 19 to discuss in May 1990 using the Spartan
ways in which the Pavilion could Daily, Metro and KSJS, the campus
interact more with the campus and radio station. It will continue during
draw more students to its shops and the fall semester.
Although spring semester will
restaurants.
"The meeting went very well," end in late May, some students will
Hearle said. "It was basically a attend summer class sessions and
meeting to touch base and exchange the advertising will be directed
toward them, she said.
ideas."
Various events within the mall
Fullerton was sensitive to the
plight of the downtown mall and will promote SJSU’s activities in the

expensive, with
Sean Baum
SJSU student
future, but these are not definite, she
said. As an example of these events.
she described the SJSU-Stanford
pre -football game rally held at the
Pavilion last fall, The rally featured
bands and cheerleading squads from
both universities and was well
received by SJSU students, she said.
"It was really a positive
advertising medium," Munday said.
"Stanford is very anxious to do this
again and build up a friendly nvalry
and I think it showed that we’re
interested in what students are
involved in."
Special discounts and sales are
also planned in the near future,
including the use of coupons, she
said.
The redeeming value would be
handled differently than last fall
when coupons for free food from
Pavilion shops were enclosed in the
Spartan Daily and the Metro,
Munday said. Then, the restaurants
were overrun with hungry students,
many clutching as much as four or
five coupons.
Ignacio Torres, manager of the
Ixtapa Bar and Andale Taqucria at
the Pavilion, was upset at the way
the coupon promotion was handled.
"I’d see kids come in with
handfuls of coupons for all the
restaurants in here," Torres said.
"And we all know they weren’t
going to come back. The reason for
these things was for people to come
in and maybe bring their families to
dinner, not to just take off "The point of the coupons was to
get people to come here and then get
them to stay and shop," Munday
said. "And there was a slight
increase in the amount of students
that did come back."
In an interview with the San Jose
Mercury News last fall, Randy
Brant, vice president of the
redevelopment company Melvin
Simon and Associates, said that
despite a demographic study that

Yes, there is nightlife in downtown San Jose

showed students have an average
higher income, the commuter aspect
of the university was a major factor
in low turnout 01 students in the
downtown shopping areas.
Shops such as Benetton, a
clothing store in the Pavilion, have
had a low turnout from students,
said Ian Werrett, manager of the
shop.
"Students tend to do more
browsing than shopping and when
we do see them, it’s usually in the
morning when they have time
between classes," he said.
Werrett said the merchandise in
the store was of a "higher price"
than those in most other shopping
malls. Prices for Benetton clothing
range from $15 to $200.
"Most of the stores around here
tend to cater to the people in the
Convention Center," he said.
In the beginning of May.
Benetton closed its Pavilion shop.
Some students believe that a
barrier exists between the university
and downtown and they said they
wouldn’t shop in the area because of
high prices and stores that ignore
student needs and tastes.
"The Pavilion is too expensive
with its Yuppie shops," said Scan
Baum, a junior finance major.
"1 do my shopping at Valley Fair
(Mall)," said Nancy !seri, a senior
broadcast journalism major. The
prices are "way too high" in the
Pavilion for merchandise that is not
top quality or designer-made, she
said.
Jim Tucker, director of economic
Kelly L Davis Daily staff photographer
development for the San Jose
Chamber of Commerce, is a firm
The Pavilion Shops, the centerpice of downtown’s retail revival, is often
believer in the role students can play
deserted. Less aMuent students from SJSU, as well as many downtown
in the downtown renovation, but
residents, cannot patronize many of the upscale shops.
said he thinks this won’t occur at the
Pavilion.
"lbe Pavilion is shooting for an its headquarters, and couldn’t be
"Maybe they think our prices are
upscale market," Tucker said. "It reached for comment.
too high or we’re too far," he said. "I
may not be the vehicle to bring
Dan Reese, manager of Leafs, a really don’t know what it is."
students back into the downtown vegetarian buffet-style restaurant at
Hearle said she is optimistic that,
the Pavilion said that "not enough with time, the relationship between
area."
A special committee was formed students" come to his restaurant.
the Pavilion and SJSU will improve.
to study the relationship between
Leafs has tried to attract SJSU
The student market was shut out
downtown merchants and SJSU students by offering free dinners as when the mall was being developed
students, although he did not know prizes for basketball and baseball but as stores begin to cater morcto
how much progress the group has games, he said. The restaurant has the college crowd, maybe students
made in its study. The committee given out coupons for free food, will shop there, she said.
met last week in Washington, D.C., Also, yet students don’t come.
.;
tar

Know-how, luck and legal savy build S.J. club scene
By Robert Mallard
spoval to the Daily
The goal of many downtown
redevelopers is to transform San
Jose into a 24-hour city.
Not only will the streets of
downtown ring with the sounds of
people going to work, eating in
restaurants and shopping at retailers
during normal business hours but
people will also be scurrying about
downtown during the evenings,
developers hope.
The entertainment opportunities
are numerous and growing, but
SJSU students have to take an active
role in discovering them, said Mary
Beth Hayes, president of the
Downtown Business Association.
According to Sandra Escobar, an
employee with the Redevelopment
Agency, there are presently 29 clubs
in the downtown area. Included in
this number are smaller clubs such
as the piano lounge at the Holiday
Inn hotel. Only one club has
recently failed in getting a permit to
operate.
During the last four years, a
number of nightclubs have been
established in the downtown area.
According to the Final Report of
the Downtown Working Review
Committee, the introduction of
nightclubs into the downtown area is
viewed as positive and beneficial for
the overall development of the area.
The report added that pedestrian
traffic exists where it wasn’t present
before.
Somewhat like the wall that once
separated the City of Berlin, Fourth
Street serves as a barrier that
separates the more than 28,500
S1SU students from the downtown
changes.
Stephanie Schiro, special events
coordinator for the San Jose
Convention Center and Cultural
Affairs Office said, "I think the
Fourth Street wall exists," when
inferring to SJSU students’ isolation
from the rest of the downtown area
Of the university’s more than
28,500 students, only about 2,000
live on campus and about 4,000
more live within walking distance.
"Students are not informed,"
Fscobar said. "They’re not coming
atross like they should. They don’t
walk around the downtown area.’
"We’re trying to address the
needs of students," Hayes said. "The

addition of nightclubs to the
downtown area was the beginning of
the revitalization. In a sense, it was
the younger generation that started
it," she said.
Escobar said of the downtown
area, "It has turned into a 24-hour
city and it’s going to get better.
People don’t see it yet, but 1 do.
Thursday is SJSU night for
downtown," she said.
Escobar said that she has worked
downtown for five years and has
seen the changes. After she gets off
work, Escobar said she often
surveys the downtown clubs. She
unofficially assists in the permitting
process by supplying the city with
information on related items such as
possible parking conflicts or the
clientele the club attracts.
Bob Simpson, one of the owners
of Paradise Beach located at 175 N.
San Pedro Street, said that all of his
customers on Thursday evenings are
predominately SJSU students.
"SJSU students are a big part of
our crowd," Steven Hoey, manager
of Club Oasis said. "I think we’re
really well in tune with SJSU."
According to Jack Warren,
manager of the Last Laugh and a
member of Live After Five, a subgroup to the Downtown Association,
SJSU students play a very minimal
role in his business. Students are
part of a limited market because
many are under 21- years-old and as
a result cannot attend his club.
The Last Laugh comedy club,
one of downtown’s most successful
business ventures, had its origins at
San Pedro Square, Hayes said.
Because of its high volume, a
second comedy club was opened at
the Pavilion Shops.
Warren said he ran a big
promotion in conjunction with the
Pavilion and only around four or
five students responded.
"The Last Laugh has so many
giveaways. I’m surprised anyone
pays for tickets," Escobar said.
There is a two-drink minimum,
however.
For Club Oasis, the most
profitable evenings for SJSU
clientele are Wednesday, Thursday
and Fridays. The club offers free
admission to college students with
verified school identification and on
Thursdays, customers can get free

haircuts inside the establishment.
Scott said that SJSU students
used to go to downtown Campbell
on weekend nights instead of
downtown San Jose. Scott was
instrumental
in
downtown
Campbell’s success. He took over
the night club L.A. Rocks in 1985
and catered it to students. It became
the SJSU hangout and "the place to
go" on Wednesday and Thursday
nights four years ago.Scou and the
other L.A. Rocks owners were
bought out seven months later, he
said.
Scott and Ed Pope opened up
Paradise Beach in August 1988, he
said. The place had a good chance at
succeeding because the owners are
experienced and successful at the
business, Scott said.
"From day one we were busy,"

Scott said.
"We wanted to cater to SJSU on
that particular night," he added. "We
did that successfully on Thursdays."
Scott said that student patronage
is improving. Scott’s club also
offers free admission to students on
Thursdays.
"We’re trying to pick up the
slack," Simpson said. "They used to
go to Manny’s," he added when
referring to Manny’s Cellar.
Although redevelopment has
helped to increase the night life
opportunities for most students, it
has forced Manny’s Cellar, one of
SJSU students most popular
hangouts over the past few years, to
close.
In an unanimous decision, the
San Jose City Council voted last fall
to allow Manny’s to keep its
business in the center of the old

Fallon House open until the eightyear lease expired. The city’s
redevelopment committee disagreed,
Manny said.
"The redevolpment committee
made conditions so tough, it was a
joke," he said. "No one knows the
truth."
According to Manny’s bartenders
Sandy Smith and Cheri Abernathy,
the main appeal of the old
establishment was that its customers
used to feel at home, and the $2 well
drinks and $1.50 beers were well
within student price ranges.
Although
the
student’s
willingness to spend money at local
nightclubs is good for downtown
business, it also illustrates hypocrisy
on the students’ part, Hayes said.
Students are willing to spend vast
amounts of money on alcohol at

"slick clubs" but don’t want to spend
it at local retailers, Hayes added.
"There is a real mix downtown and
it has to cater to everyone’s needs,"
she said in regards to different
income levels.
downtown’s
Many
of
establishments, including nightclubs
have to target the "Yuppie
audience," Hayes said.
From a business point of view, it
is better for the Cactus Club to
target the 18 -and-over audience,
said Howie Nave, promotions
manager for the club.
The club promotes a good
number of young, up-and-coming
bands, which generate followings
from the younger college crowds.
Because of this concept, the local
following is more important than the
revenue that would be derived from
alcohol sales.
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BAR & GRILL
A Comedy & Dance
Club
SUNDAYS

Noon - 7pm
Sports Day
MONDAYS

PLACE YOUR

GRAD ADS

Open Mike Comedy
TUESDAYS
2 FOR 1 Well Drinks
WEDNESDAYS

Margarita Movie Night
THURSDAYS

Big Men
on Campus
FRIDAYS

Megatones
SATURDAYS

Megatones
Happy Hour prices
6-8pm
World Famous Burgers
5155B Stevens Crk. at
Lawrence
(Behind the Shane Co.)

408 296-9219

IN FRONT OF THE
STUDENT UNION
11 - 1:30
MAY 11th
or come to WLN 135
12:30 - 3:30
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Jews celebrate
independence
and freedom
By Marcia Lepler
Daily stall write+

Jewish students from SJSU
were among an estimated 10,000 Bay Area Jews who gathered at Justin Herman Plata in
San Francisco May b.
The demonstration was to
celebrate both Israel’s 42nd Independence Day. and Operation
Exodus, the campaign to assist
Jews who are emigrating from
the Soviet Union.
The Solidarity Sunday event,
which was a county -wide effort
to show support and raise funds,
drew participants from Santa
(’rut to Mendocino.
Operation Exodus also has
made an impact here on campus
among students and faculty.
Last year. a group of Jewish
faculty members front a wide
range of disciplines organited to
tOrm the Jewish Campus Task
Force as a way to share common
interests and concerns,
Most recently, the group met
with several Soviet emigrant
Families. One of the guests was
a former university faculty
member in Leningrad and another has a son, Maxim, who
hopes to enroll at SJSU in the
fall.

The SJSU task forte pledged
to raise $20.000 for Operation
Exodus. half of the money it
takes to resettle one Soviet family.
"We have raised $7.7(X) so
far. The faculty has been so
generous with their hearts and
their pocketbooks," said Larry
Gerston, task force chairman.
"In September we had a
mailing list with 40 names of
Jewish faculty and staff. Now it
has grown to 90 names and we
expect even more." Gerston
said.

Photos by Marcia tepli’r

Monia Shterenherg, upper left, beams with pride as he listens to the
Israeli national anthem in San Francisco Sunda). ’I’he anthem was

Singer boycotting TV show
LOS ANGELES i.AP) -- Pop
singer Sinead O’Connor became
the second entertainer to boycott
this weekend’s "Saturday Night
Live" because of guest host Andrew Dice Clay’s foul -mouth
brand of anti -feminist humor.
"Saturday Night Live" east
member Nora Dunn announced
Monday that she was boycotting
because of the comedian’s expletive-laden routines which refer
to women as "bitches" and
’rags."
On
O’Connor
Wednesday.
joined the anti -Clay chorus.
"It would be nonsensical of
’Saturday Night Live’ to expect a
woman to perform songs about a
woman’s experiences after a
monologue by Andrew Dice
Clay," said the singer’s publicist,
Elaine Schock, during a phone interview front Pelham, New York.
Dunn applauded O’Connor’s
boycott. "I thought that was a very

classy thing to do: said the comedian, a five-year SNL cast member.
O’Connor’s album "I Do Not
Want What I Haven’t Got" is No.
1 on the Billboard pop chart. Her
single "Nothing Compares 2 U,"
written by rock star Prince, also is
the No. 1 pop song on Billboard’s
charts.
"I feel it shows disrespect of
women that Saturday Night Live
expected me to perform on the
same show as Andrew Dice
Clay." O’Connor said through her
publicist.
Clay. in an interview taped for
Wednesday evening on "Entertainment Tonight." called Dunn
"Nora Dunce."
Said Clay.’ I think Nora Dunce
is a very silly girl, because I’ve
watched ’Saturday Night Live’
many times and I’ve seen her play
from hookers to just, like, street
tramps and I wouldn’t look at that

and go, ’it that’s really her. I
wouldn’t do the show.’
Dunn. reached at her New York
home Wednesday evening, responded. "He’s not too bright, is
he? I’ve never played hookers or
steetwalkers."
"Saturday Night Live" producer Lorne Michaels said the defections took him by surprise.
"Suddenly we were getting phone
calls and it sort of blindsided us,"
Michaels said in a phone interview
front New York. where rehearsals
were underway for Saturday’s
show.

’Arms negotiating’ for networks
It t( as
LOS ANGELES (AP)
1987, and there was the soft-spoken and fatherly Dr. Donald Westphall of "St. Elsewhere" baring
his bottom in a showdown with the
fictional hospital’s new owner.
But that really was actor Ed
Hander’s bottom and it really was
naked. And it really was broadcast
to millions of television sets during
prime time.
This season. "L.A. Law" broke
ground by breaking wind. A young
man suffering from Tourette’s syndrome uttered racial slurs on the
witness stand. The insufferable
Douglas Brackman was the recipient of a sexual favor delivered by a

female hail ill itio(lied under his
desk.
During a recent impromptu
lovemaking session on "thirtysomething." Michael promised an
undiaphragmed Hope that he
would practice coitus interruptus.
In the same series, two gay men
were shown in bed together.
All of this on network television? In prime time?
You bet. And there’s more.
It used to be that you couldn’t
say the "p" word on television.
As in pregnant, as in when Lucy
was carrying little Ricky and everyone referred to her as being "in
the family way."
The producers of two of tele-

Santa Monica bans
use of tropical timber
SAN IA MONICA, Lahr
The City Council has moved to
make Santa Monica the nation’s
first city to ban the use of tropical
timber in construction as a protest
against destruction of rain forests.
The council voted 5-1 on Tuesday to ask City Attorney Robert
Myers to research the legality of an
ordinance similar to one proposed
in Berkeley that would prohibit the
use of exotic woods.
The ordinance would ban tropical timber in municipal and private
projects in the coastal community.
Suppliers would have to provide
written statements certifying that
their woes] is not front tropical rain
forest s
Councilman David Finkel, who
proposed the ban, said the city’s
commitment to environmental issues makes such a law appropriate.
"A ban on the use of tropical
timber by the city would in its
own small way reduce the demand for tropical timber and

%%mild lessen the need to cut mot e
rain forests," Clifford Cohen, a
member of the San Francisco
based Rainforest Action Network .
wrote in a statement he gave to the
council.
The Rainforest Action Network
was sponsoring the municipal tropical timber ban. Only the Univer
Sit)’ of North Carolina has passed
such a ban and Massachusetts lawmakers arc considering a state or
(finance against using tropical tint
her.
Similar campaigns arc under
way in West Germany. where 3o
local councils have stopped using
exotic woods, and in Holland.
where 40 percent of the municipalities have decided to reduce dick
consumption.
tropicalIt
Opponents of logging the tropical rain forests in such regions as
the South Pacific and Africa say
the tropical timber trade is destroying rain forests at an alarming rate.

Appointment: A. S. fills committees
1010 Imo I
Program Board and Melissa
Martin was appointed to the
Student Union Board of Directors.
Suzanne Aymeric and G.
Daniel Connor were named to
the homecoming committee.
The 1989-90 A.S. board was
dissolved by Vice President Jim
Walters in a regular meeting
earlier in the day. There were
not enough members present at
theLtheeting to have a quorum
and no legislative action could
he taken.

O’Connor will be replaced with
a new musical guest, Michaels
said. "We’ll be deciding who in
the next few days."
The show will go on. Michaels
said. And Clay "has given me his
word" that he will not violate programming standards. Michaels
said.

more adventurous shows
say it is an arbitrary and weird bargaining system that decides what
makes it onto television and what
doesn’t.
"It’s like antis negotiations,"
said William Finkelstein. supervising producer of NBC’s "L.A.
Law."
Explains executive producer
David Kelley. "The network will
say things like, ’We’ll let you have
two bastards if you take out that
son of a bitch.’"
When Finkelstein and Kelley
wanted to have a bare bottom on
their show, NBC said no, even
though it let "St. Elsewhere"
show one three years ago.
!stint’s

Daily staff photographer

played on shofars, which are rant horns. The celebration announced
freed
for Soviet Jews.
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Costa Rica
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$398
$575
$575
$609
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$715
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Membeis present were Jim
Cilley, director of business affairs: Andrew Flores. director of
ethnic affairs: Scott Lane, director of academic affairs: Reyes.
director of intercultural affairs
and Damian Trujillo, director of
communications.
Santandrea also was not present for the last meeting of his
term.
Also not present for their last
meeting were Patrice Pusenir
controller: Kevin Couch, director of California Statc affairs.

B.D. Cash, director of student
services: Bea Coronado, director of non-traditional minority
affairs and Gina Sutherst, director of students rights and responsibilities.
Sutherst. elected director of
student services for 1990-91. attended the transitional meeting
and missed the regular meeting
because she was attending a me nutrial service for Lawry Jasper.
who died earlier this semester.
Jasper was S,LS .4thIctic.department equipment manager
since 1974.

Classy, Comfortable.
Cappuccino.
At

tile Keystone Coffee Store of course!
specializing in
Expresso *Whole Bean Coffees
Gourmet Desserts Ice Cream & Gelato
Unique Gift Items

am Pei report fludent
Call to, you, hey Student loolO Catalog!

EURAILPASSES ISSUED
ON THE SPOT!
AT(MCI* oldest and largest
tudentibudget travel orgarnzatronl

Council Travel
BERKELEY

SAN FRANCISCO

2486 Charming Way

312 Sutter Street

848-8604

421-3473

This Coupon is Good
for Our 2 for 1
Cappuccino Special!

411,
COFFE
STORE
321 S. 1st. Street San Jose
292-4698
(2 doors south of Original Joe’s and
only 3 blocks from campus).
j

SUPRO PROUDLY PRESENTS

TODD TATE AND
FRIENDS
TODAY FROM 12:00 TO 1:00
IN THE STUDENT UNION AMPHITHEATER
TODD TATE- GUITARS WALLY SCHNALLE- DRUMS
DAN ZIHN- SAXOPHONES
BEAU KANE- BASS
JIM SUAVE-KITAGAWA- ALTO SAX
DAVE BRIGHAM- TRUMPET

FREE!
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Child witness in Buckey retrial
uncomfortable about testifying
LOS ANGELES (AP) - The
first child witness in the retrial of
McMartin Pre -School molestation
defendant Raymond Buckey left
the witness stand today complaining of a stomach ache and
prosecutors conceded she did not
want to testify further.
Deputy District Attorney Pam
Ferrero said the II -year-old girl’s
parents called her Wednesday
night saying the child was "extremely reluctant" to return for
more questioning. But the parents
agreed to bring her anyway.
Ms. Ferrero told Superior Court
Judge Stanley Weisberg that the
girl expressed the same desire not

to tytit) %%hen she Jrroed at 4.-ourt
today but "was trying to he
cheerful" and agreed to take the
stand.
But when Buckey’s attorney resumed cross-examination the girl
appeared uncondonable. She was
on the stand only 10 minutes, answering intimate questions about
her body, when she suddenly announced, "May I be excused’? I
have a stomach ache."
Minutes later she was observed
in the hallway sobbing in her father’s arms as he tried to comfort
her.
The judge recessed court to give
her time to compose herself and
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said he ssould take turthei .iction it
that became impossible
If she refused to testify further,
it appeared that the entire testimony she gave on Wednesday
would have to be stricken from the
court record and jurors would he
told to ignore it.
On Wednesday the girl denied
that Buckey raped or sodomized
her but said she was fondled and
photographed nude.
The girl struggled on the witno,
stand to remember events which
occurred when she was 3 or 4 years
old. She frequently answered. "I
don’t remember.’ as attorneys
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Funhouse

Aaron Malchow

questioned her

New warning labels for record albums
’stink’ Missouri state legislator says
WASHINGTON IAN - "It
stinks." Missouri state legislator
Jean Dixon says of the recording
.industry’s voluntary new warning
label for albums containing explicit lyrics.
"We all think the label is cute,"
:says Daddy 0, a member of Stetsa’sonic rap music group.
. Jay Berman, president of the
’Recording Industry Association of
America, is hoping that parents
:whose children bought more than
52 billion worth of records. cassettes and compact discs in 1988
agree with Daddy 0.
At a news conference Wednesday. Berman unveiled the industry’s uniform "parental guidance"
:label for recordings that might be
-deemed objectionable because of
lyrics dealing with sex, violence,
.uicide. drug abuse, bigotry or satanic worship.

The
black -and -white
logo,
which
reads
"PARENTAL
WARNING - EXPLICIT LYRICS.’ will appear on the front
lower right-hand corner of new releases reaching retail music stores
in July, if the record companies
and performing artists decide they
are potentially offensive.
Recording manufacturers, distributors and retailers hope the
standardized stickers will halt the
drive in a handful of state legislatures for mandatory warning labels.
The music industry is backed by
the Parents’ Music Resource Center led by Tipper Gore, wife of
Sen. Albert Gore Jr., D-Tenn.,
and the National PTA, the consumer advocates who won the industry’s agreement in 1985 to use
voluntary warning labels.
"We ask state legislators to con-

sider dropping their legislation in
favor of a voluntary system." said
National
PTA
president
Ann
Lynch.
But Dixon. a Republican state
representative from Springfield,
Mo., and chief sponsor of a mandatory warning label hill this year,
was unconvinced.
"Are they kidding’? It stinks.
This is a joke," she said. "This
plan doesn’t even touch most of
the music we’re talking about."
Many of the music in question is
put out by independent companies
that don’t belong to the Recording
Industry Association of America.
Dixon also criticized the size,
color and content of the warning
labels. Her bill would have required a bright yellow label that
listed specific offensive material,
including sex, violence and substance abuse.
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STUDENTS"
WE WANT YOU for the to.
BEST PERSONNEL
recruits for deftest and technical
positions for your summer .04 10
We Call 914 1340
STUDENTS
WE WANT YOU FOR the lob’
BEST PERSONNEL recruits tor
socreUries. typists, word processors.

receptionists,

general

office and data entry clerks We
also recruit for technical positions

Pay rates vary depending

on job skills end work experience
Cell u TODAY for your summer
or future employment Cell 964.
1340. never .100

ANNOUNCEMENTS
AVON". Buy or sell

Call we today

(local Avon Rep) & I will send
book to your horn, or business’
Super

special5

for

everyone
Shire the book with tensity co
worked, & friends & reCelve up to
50% off on your own Order’ Thank
you Also, good part-time income
for the holidays Call JANE at 251
5942

1

KNOW WHO IS WILLING to pay for
your expertise, knowledge in your
study, field of interest. or hobby
$795 tells you where to go & 05a1
to ask for at local agencies who
will assist you free of charge

CHI 0 PLEDGES. the best is yet to
con. Have a great wow. We
love you’ Love. The Actives
TO MY P D DATE’ You are more beau ’Put than the sun salting on the
bay in the springtime, Wall hsve

EARN MONEY reading
books’ $32.000 yr income pollen
11. Details (1)602-83841885.
804250

FED,

ings tor WORD. EXCEL and I Ilemaker users Call MACTEMPS for

7273

appointment 990-0900
DENTAL OPTICAL

PI AN

chore

see
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ATTENTION

POSTAL JOBS. Sled
511 41 hr For application info call

(I) 602-638-8885. Est

US S BOXER REUNION
Father. Granddad,
your

we ore hewing

reunion In Penes -

cola. Florkla in Oct The dales are
10th, 11th, 12th & 13th For more
info

call John Plgman at 1415)

656-1497
WIN ANEW BIKE’ ENTER NOW’
Name the new Environments’
Plaza on 7th St
Submit entries In ADM 242 by
5 PM, Mon . May 25th
Students A staff are eligible to
enter WIde hard rock bike
donated by
Specialized Bicycle Components
Questions, Call 924.5900

AUTOMOTIVE

Wettable your area now
Call 1-805-662.7555. ext. C1255
toms

68 FORD BRONCO. XLT trim VS, blue
6 white Low mites. still under
warranty Must see Ask for Dave
or John (415)656.1497
71 JEEP 06 TOYT 4 s 4 new engine.
pumps, wheels, tires on truck
$7250 CJ5 V6 4 sp new tires &
wheels, new trans
2074

55500. 234

COMPUTERS
INFERNO BEIS
8N1, 300 12002400 baud. Mscinlosh 6 IBM libraries, 25 phone
Ilnes, mail -user chat (40111 395.
3721. (408) 395-5376. (406) 929,
9035, (415) 964-6093. (415) OW
8746
MAC PLUS, 512 K enhanced ex coed
6350 External Apple 35 drive
$275 Cell (415) 373-1516
MAC 512I1E
IMAGEWRITER I $750
runs great Call after 6 PM 771)1722

FOR SALE
MATTRESS

SETS. BEDS. NEW’
Twin set $79. full sal $09. queen
set $139. king set 5179 For both

pieces’ Bunkbeds $99, Day beds
S99 5 pc bedroom sot $199
Desks $74. dressers $79 chests
546. bed -frames
745-0900

delivery" (415)

SCHW1NN SIERRA MOUNTAIN BIKE.
1956 full shlmano componets,
avenir cage pedals, rnInt condi.
lion. $200 Call 924,6089 ask lot
Chris or leave massage

N San Jose
Medical Dental
Vacation Plan
Interviews Raw to 4 pm

AUTO SALES

etc I 15% discount to students &
faculty Call before May 31,1990. &
the 1s1 appoiMment Is 1 2 prffe
Unwanted hair dIssappears .95

ENGINEERING SUMMER JOB Bel.
moot publisher has per.ct job for
major
Engineering
Jr Sr Grad
well-versed in
9119-Louise

fund

Ing school designed to train
you at one of theirs.. top

fnusl be to, hew own car, insur-

Call 866-5560

11111. as 3 hrs day. twice week

RETAIL APPLIANCE STORE WI. answer phones, general mi. cc.
slowl delivery now PT. Tu.
10-4 PM Call
29141569. Willow Glen area 30 hr
during summer
RUSTY SCUPPER RESTAURANT is
now hldng foil & part time host hostess & food servers Apply
Mon -Fri 2 30-5 PM, 1235 Oakmead
Pkwy, Sunnyvale, 0011 245.2911
SAFARI
SELLING

ASSISTANTS MODELS
for RALPH LAUREN.
new fragrance

Chrysler Plymouth dealer,
ships All aspects of the Endo
business will be covered
New before has there been
such a complete School of
Training’

call 971E1515 for further details
Guaranteed not to be boring’ Females only’

SAFARI

ity. able to wear size 6-8
Part time
Call SUSAN
at (916)-4111.4063

belistaff Eves & weekends avail
Flex hrs THE BEVERLY HERITAGE HOTEL, 1820 Barb. Lane,

Guaranteed salary during
training
Medical beneflt
PEW Vacation

Milpitas

Bonuses by week & month
Tired of going nowhere. working
long hours 6 making little
or no money, Apply for one of
these pos..* today This
school was designed for people
who have never sold autoWe also Invite current auto sales
people who feel they haven
been properly trained to enroll
There Is limited spew, so

Montague Hwy 880

MACINTOSH DATA ENTRY wanted
10-15 hours week $65001 plus
experience
Compute;
bonus
helpful Call Kelly 738-5976
NEEDED. TEACHERS DIRECTORS
Energetic. great sonse of humor,
team planer, child loving parsons
to work in our child care centers
Flexible hours available 6 comp
E C E units required Call today.
945.0919
OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY

call today
Ask for Mr Green
(400)732-7800
CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH

Campus Connection needs
Hous students Gain great business experience, earn up to 14.000 end powerhouse your resume
salting ad spec* for your school s
edition You’ll racerne extensive

776 E El Camino R.I
Sunnyvale. Ca 94067
408 732.7100

training.

materials. & support
working for the nation’s top col.

Rob Schmidt
SALES MANAGER
AVAIL
POSITIONS
ABLE. Full & part lime permaRefer.
positions
summer
nent &

CHILDCARE

enc.§ required Northern Callf
Nannles. 4546 El Camino Real,
50115 0. Los Altos. (415) 949.2933
COUNSELOR CHILD care work
in comprehensive residential
facility with emotionally
disturbed children, ages 7,16

(46

hour week) Excellent ...a
3 day Ilve-in, 4 days OR
Send resume
100F Children’s Home
P 0 Box 155
Gilroy. Ca 95021.0155
staff
CARE
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed at local resIdentlel facilities for young adults & adolescents with autism & related Web... FT & PT positions avail
Starting $646 25 hr Call (406)
449-3953
for
HIRING
NOW
CRUISESHIPS
spring. Chrielmas and next summer brooks Many positions Call
1005682-7053. set S-1062
Fran,
DAY CAMP STAFF from the San
ca.
clew EsSI Bay for rowing.

tion. FREE training & piricement
Classes

start

Gain great Wei.

was experience earn up to $4
000 and powerhouse your resume
selling ad space for your school’s
edition

You II receive adensIve

training
materials.
support
working for the nation lop col,
sew rnwazirro Sales positions &
one WIWI& position @rail
Call ROBIN or JAY et
(000)342-S1111
PART TIME FULL TIME Primarily light
bookkeeping some typing Apply
In person only San Jose 13. Office 912 Town & Country Village
Mon through Friday 10 AM -5 PM
PART TIME POSITIONS vollble at
Require
newspaper
weekly
wolfs wc *lent typing MacIn
detail oriented Respons vary PI.. cell 279-2293
lush

flop

PERSONA is part of en INT L NET,
WORK with offices worldwide In
the Bay Ar., we re looking bob
people Interested In Sales Acct
Engr

June

Limited

NEED CASH,
CAVE SECURITY is hiring for full

sible VEGETARIAN house-sitter
wanted
Dales
6 20 90-6 20 90.

CAVE SECURITY
1700 WYATT DR . SANTA CLARA
Call 949.22036.4 PM for info
SECURITY OFFICERS..
Security officers and messengers All shift.. FT PT we will
OW Apply in person 24 hr.,

modeled, clean and quiet Security building, off street parking.

ACUFACTS, Inc.

260 Meridian Ave . San Jose
SOFTWARE COMPANY OPENINGS
A growing softwere co is hiring
I)
Technical
support OA FT,
Comp sop necessary 21Secre.
tory FT. communication & writing
skill 31 Tech Writer PT. English
motor 4) Programmer PT comp

FREE ROOM 6 BOARD help on, with
my 3 kids thru summer Please
call 976-1515 for further details
Guaranteed not to be boring’ Females only!

Admits Support 6 Bffinguel
positions No

English Japanese

1 2 tolk

12 monthly utili5165 sec dep.
ties Avail 6 1, 377-91.

(female preutilities 6

phone Inci

own room & how.
prvigs Call Kim days 924.2605 or
leave messes.. 448-7663
quiet female.
non-smoker needed to share 2
Winn apt w pool & off street pritng

SPACE FOR ART STUDIO -downtown
900
so
it
contained
Self

Tor

ARE

YOU CONCERNED about you’
wettest Of course you are A
rower
neatly WPW Paper gels
grade Erroofree paws impress
profs For this quality, call WRITE
TYPE

Professional Twh Editor wth
English Degree Word Processing

thesis

LOW GLEN OW) 266-5668 (leave
message)
PRECISION WORD PROCESSING’ 125
wpm Quality guaranteed Com9...11110. rot. Term paper tape
Owscription

resumes theses,
legal papers. welling lists, graphics etc Call (408) 984-520310day’
LETTER QUALITY REPORTS thesis,
etc are easy on professors mama
grade conscious greduale Very
reasonable rates Call RAJU al

Scanning
.Graphic
We proof all our work and
laser print it’ Call 923-3956
Arm

(4061236.6759
LISA S TYPING &
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE

Too

many reports and not
enough time’ RELAX and let ME
do the TYPING" Resumes, term

1408)964-5837
Term Papers Resumes
Personal Bus
Theses
Reports
Proposals

papers, theses. letters, etc Grad
6 under.grad Available days eves weekends by appl Laser
printer Call ANNA .972.4992

Fasta xpert.Dependable
Night Saturdays Rush

ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS!
Trust pro
Reports theses. re-

Located in the
Santa Cup. San Jose Area

surnes. letters, mallIngs. etc
Spell grammar check Wordpro-

SERVICING

wail

Thaws

270-

RAYBANS RA YBANS RAYBANS

In. powerful graphics program
for c hods, graphs, slIdes over’

RAYBAN sunglasses

heads, and color too’ Plus last
turnaround and guarani.. work

ACADEMIC

TYPING

BLE RATES

Term papers.
laser printer Free
chock

Rea-

TYPING - WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS -- REPORTS
THESES -RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
(409)9724563
TYPING WORD

AT

fast,

PROCESSING

accurate. reasonable All types of
papers Spell checking and proof
reading Sew day service Betty

Coll now PAMELA .1 048-3962

I will return

your call

PRO-

sonable rates, quick turnaround

For wcellard prices & large
selection of
please cell
CHRIS 01 0976444

etc

grew.on spell punc

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME’
Wordprocessing to Its fullest c
printing
spell
Laser
paclty
checking grimmer check edit -

Bad any time al 289-1371

WORD

261-0750

14001

Student

Services

YOUR

CESSING and Graphics needs
Call Kate el Technically Typing

cessIngWordPerfect St. postscript laser printer Close to cam-

PREGNANT, SJSU ALUMNI couple
wish to adopt Financially secure
Lot 01 love to give Call Patti or

- (406)972-9430

EDITORIAL
SERVICES Wattages
need polishing, Get help from

tali formals) and Desktop Publishing (resumes
newbelrs
fliers. etc I Call PATRICIA in Wit

overheads.

pus
P U. del
discounts
EDP
0014 EVELYN

WILLOW

SHIRLEY at 3794519 $2 per page
minimum 5 pages

gem..

San Carlos For more Information
about ectivitios. call Rev Norb
aro... at 296-0204

major

COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATF neer
Call
A
Winchester
Hamilton

997,

AAAAHAr! LOWER RATES 6 HIGHER
satisfaction. Are you perfection 1st when 9 comes to your reports

AAA14,

English

GLEN area

TYPING

SUNDAY morning at 10 45 AM al
Campus Christian Center. 10th &

REASONA-

2474064 Santa Clara

Need our help
WORD

PROCESSING Islip

quality

T-SHIR TS
Earn money tel your treternity,

Quality and accuracy guaranteed
We’re fast. dependable. gremrnar

sorority. club or business by selling silk-screened 7 -Shirts 095
your design or logo

ware, both college grads Specialty In Science and all English
subjects for thews, papers. ra

printing, copies, NC
CECILIA - (406) 2234102
Word
processing
$14 hr 12 50
paw whichever is less’

Call BRAINSTORM

pods, resumes. etc Free proofing disk storage 251-0449

WORD PROCESSING TYPING
Journalism graduate

ROOMMATE NEEDED

1 2 bik I rm SJSU. 5304 50 mo
1 20111 Avail 6 1 W. 266-2603

Arlene

your word processing needs’ We
have experience in Wordwriect
’Venture DTP WORDSTAR Pa -

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every

Leave message A

formats) EquiPmRI used
Word
Perfect A HPLas. Jelll Consider
able business experlence and to,

STUDENTS & PROFESSORS
call Richt. Perfect Desktop Pub.
Oohing and Design now or all

10 leave your phone number on an
open line Call 14061 966-2523 tor

ROOM FOR RENT Room In 3 bdrm . 2
be house in Almaden Valley avail
June I Easy commute Share

service

resumes

Now you can fInd love, romance,
or adventure as easily as picking

any

Inn 260) 07255825 rno Call 288.9157. John or
Martha or please leave complete

lewd)

sonalized
3547

HAS ROMANCE GONE from your life

760 S

PRIVATE RM. kitchen priv.

Hawaii,
ico
Europe
United
States, Call for Inc air fares Per-

DE, LA. Gen & 0-Chem. Physics
etc 24 different books available at

free details Call today’ Someone
Is waiting to meet you, (406) (415)
only $2
loll. If
976-2002 18

11th St

ble on Turabian. APA 1. Campbell

credit card for you end your par
ent Call ANDY .1 243.2030
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO, Mex-

Will gladly assist
punctuation
and

sentence structure (knowledga-

TWA of

fps SJSU students 10% on any
published fare’ Purchase your
student discount card now’ Also
ask about the TWA Getaway

Awl..e for if engilutions
neering courses. Ed, Calculus,

facilities, security entrance, carport, cable hook-up,

students
5265 rent

AIR FARE DISCOUNTS’

Professors
throughout USA Exam problems
with professors own detailed so.

your own message And with our
voice mall service you don’t have

3

TRAVEL

from

5630 mo Clow to SJSU. 571 S
7th, pkg. cable. 260-0439
FOR RENT. large 2 Wm 2 bath, re-

A resumes
w grammar

billogta

ist Confidential Your very own
probe 247-7486 335 S Baywood
Ave San Jose

more info aboul other activities
cot Father Bob Leger or Sister
Judy Ryan 01 296.0204
FILES

consultation

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Unwanted
hair removed forever by special-

COMMUNITY

FOR LEASE!. 2 bdrm 1 bth apartment

wt.

Tutoring,

TODAY GONE TOMORROW’

EXAM

EDITING & WORD PROCESS...
of term papers research projects

RESEARCH SERVICES

phIc materials, and editing services Final draught preparation

my care ’
GWEN CHELGREN.
R E 559-3500, 1645 S Bascom
’HAIR
Ave
CC,
Campbell

up your phone Dial 976-2002 to
Sear six exciting messages from
quality people, or you can record

call 266-5753

RM In Campbell Females only 2 br t
1 2 bth pool, tennis. $345 rno,

and part lime positions
All shifts available

days a week

HOUSING

SJSU, prefer depends.* student,
no amok. 9 AM-9PM. 297-7679

SECURITY OFFICERS"

EDITORIAL.

Sozolan Bookstore (downstairs) &
Roberts Bookstore

CAT LOVING NON-SMOKING respon-

(415)9624601
USS BOXER REUNION
Was your
Father
Granddad.
Uncle, Cosmos Brother or Friend

AFFORDABLE

one of the 50.000 men who served
on the USS Order CO21’ If so

AND

EXPERIENCED

On campus every day
spelling. punctuation

wordprocessing’ Term papers m-

Fr.

oor., group papers, resumes WIters, theses. etc lend r quality’ All
formals plc. APA SPF1 C HE K

grammar

6
check Law printer
Also Desktop Publishing
(406)297-3970

doeillMolumsmommimseimmemilmummimmismaismommmummaimmmomew m.,,,
Print Your Ad Here
lk

i

tCOunf apprommately 30 letters and spaces for 1,1117lenel

I

Mi nimum three lines on one day
irrriri
Three
Two
One
Days
Days
IDay
3 Lines $4 30 $5 30 $S 80
$6 BO
4 Lines
$5 30 $6 30
$7 70
5 Lines $6 30 $7 30
$8 70
25
$E1
6 Lines $7 20
Each Additionai line Add $1 00

I

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY
Campus Connection weds ambitious students

in

some 3 week course et night
Min 2 yr degree required eltp

lege megszine Sales posittons
and one editorial position avall
Call ROBIN or JAY at
(800(342-5110

135W Santa Clara. San Jose,

message

SALES! ELECTRICAL’ Full time posi-

(415)275.1059

fast pace & ere well orgie
nized, we need you’ Front desk &

Take CASH home daily’
PIZZA AGO GO

laundry

at NORDSTROM
All locations Outgoing personal

GREAT JOB’ Work with people’ If you
like

ance. clew DMV very flexible
hours part-time or full-Ilme As

Th 1-530 PM Sal

(415) 593-

FREE ROOM & BOARD, help ma with
my 3 kids thru summer Please

SCARY UNIFORMS*
JUST A FLIN.COOL PLACE
TO WORK’
To be on the Driving Teem, you

264-4504
CALI MRS MORTON at 286-9440 tor

Choose From
Call (400)230-2329

MASS on Sunday evenings al
6 30& if 00 PM, Campus Choi..
Center. tots & San Garbs FOF

NO DORKY HATS OR

MADE

Creative Products & Services
Meny typestyles and designs to

Call 245-

57.511 fir

&

FOR YOU

bikini-tummy-mos...Ow-back-

NEWMAN

DESIGNED

processing

word

Theses tedri papers group pro
touts etc All formals including
APA Laser printer Quick retu,,,
Transcription sod.. evallsbre
Photo.
Almaden Branahm area

(415)841-5036

(408)946-1995. Mr Hwy.!

CAFE SALSA
OF SAN JOSE
Become port of
winning team
We are now hiring food servers

ist St . San Jose, 260-6161

This is comprehensive Win,

Fop BA preferred
Good DMV required
511.700-516.205 per month

Sant. Clara
(408) 727-9793

RESTAURANT -500d

EULIPIA RESTAURANT is hiring now!.
Wailers,
barlenders.
bussers,
Great student job Apply 374 S

Sleds May 25,1990
ENROLL NOW’

SYNNYVALE

6

Apply VANGUARD
3212 Scott Blvd

time catering & banquet cook
Apply 374S 1s1 St . call 260-6161

mobiles
SEI7ED CARS. TRUCKS. 4.wheeler5.
TV.. stereos. furniture, computers by DEA. FBI. IRS and US cus-

Position. In Santa Clara. Milpitas

citing product Free training and
support All office booked appts
Call THERMA X id 223,1060.

CUSTOM

PERSONALS

CATHOLIC

professional

BUTTONS’.....

wood floors, located at 551-553 S
6th St Call MIKE at 293-0989
5550 month single wcupancy

lodes Let me permanently remove your unwanted hair (chid

3149

protessional dependable service
CALL LINDA TODAY for wperiencen

SERVICES

1920 s DECORATOR APARTMENT
Unique I berm
office Long
term financially secure, clean.
quiet sober required All hard-

tweezing or using chemical depth -

commission to alert

SALES POSITION
PT and FT p05)1 ions open $500,
02500 wk potential Innovative ex-

EULIPIA RESTAURANT needs a part

CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH
Professions! Sales
Training School

Was

Uncle. Cowin. Brother or Friend
one of the 50,000 men who served
on the U S.S Boxer CV21, If so

M-4250

am -10 pin. 7 days

office iStudent

Health Center) or call (406)37168 It in San Jose.

All shifts evallable
Full time and Part time

Monday thru Friday

ERAL Credlt Union or (4081 947-

Enroll nowt Save your teeth eyes
and money, loo Cleanings and
office visits al no charge For 510 -

EASY MONEY!.
Up to $100 10 slart
WEEKLY PAY

ATTENTION -HIRING, God jobs- your
area 017440469.405 Call 1402.

ATTENTION MAC USERS’
This summer earn 59-514 hr working on the MAC immediete open-

STUDENT

945634415)283.3795

ATTENTION

110266. Campbell, Ca. 95008

SQUARE

MaIntenonce

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
WE TRAIN YOU

HELP WANTED

1339.8065. eat 94250

WASHINGTON

Position
ROUGHING IT DAY CAMP, P0
Box
1266,0rindisCa

a great time’ BRIAN T K E

Please send check to HART Box

PERSONAL LOANS up to $2500."
(Sublect to credit approve’) Call

Worm

All work guaranteed’ Call PAM
247 2681 B amWrn tel worryton-

cell John !Roman al (4151

656-1497

2 BOR. house. share 02 prof Gay
FEM Priv en1 balh w £ 4, pool.
spa $400
deposit 1 2 270-3290

$20460

called aid Environment products
registered with the E PA 30%

Fee, PERSONA, (40B) 453-0505

WEST
COMPLE X -S J
Woman lookng to share 2 berm 2
bfhunit,r.sp female student All
amonthee
close
to
SJSU,
1377 no
Wit . 292-4701

per hour pen time A dream come
true
Clearbrook of Cslifornla
looking for marketing reps Call

THE COLLEGIATE DREAM

over. Earn money getting friends
and family off that toxic soup
called water & that brown stuff

noelng. fishing counselors Swim.
riding, sports or wok ed coon.

GREEK

into

VALLEY

r

puncluatron gron-roon 11.1ekf

we are having reunion in Pens.
cola, Florida in Oct The dales are
tit. Ills, 12th & 13th For more

BARE IT ALL’ Stop shaving, waxing,

THE 90s DECADE 01 the envonn
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$750 month or hal 5250 month
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Homeless: San Jose’s efforts to help slowed
From page I
of San Jose. In the past 10 years,
the agency has received $314
million in state and federal funds
and $462 million in private hinds.
In the last five years, the
Redevelopment Agency has spent a
total of $6 million on the homeless
population problem, according to
Dennis Korbika, senior assistant
redevelopment director for the
agency.
Besides the shelters, the
Redevelopment Agency is building
low-income housing.
The low-income housing
projects include 23 two -to -three
bedroom units in the Guadalupe
Apartments complex and 76 units
at the De Rose Apartment complex
located southwest of downtown.
These projects were scheduled
to be completed and occupied in
1989. according to goals set by the
agency, but have run into financial
problems.
Despite the agency’s optimism,
about 2,000 homeless people still
roam the streets of downtown San
Jose, said Faith Schmidt, a
spokeswoman for the Santa Clara
Human Relations Commission.
"The problem with the
homeless population was dumped
on us by the federal and state
governments," said Shirley Lewis,
a San Jose City Council member
and possible mayor candidate.
"The problem of the homeless
really began when the governments

closed hospitals for the mentally ill
by not providing the funding." she
said. "And the problem isn’t going
to be solved until those
govanments give us more money.
"There are many different types
of homeless people," Lewis said.
San Jose is currently trying to
classify the homeless to help them
according to their needs, she said.
Some merchants in downtown
San Jose think the homeless hurt
the economic growth of the area.
"One of the problems with
having so many homeless people
roaming around the downtown area
is the impression tourists get," said
Antoinette Ryglisyn, manager of
Easton and Rowe, a woman’s
clothing store at the Pavilion.
The homeless also have been
affected by the closing of St. James
Park, a place where many of them
could sleep at one time.
Some stay in makeshift
cardboard houses under the
overpass at the Guadalupe
Parkway. The dirty water of the
river there is filled with tossed cans
and discarded grocery carts and the
overpass supports have been
sprayed with graffiti such as "Jesus
Loves You" and obscenities.
Redevelopment
of
the
downtown was designed to create
more than 9,000 jobs, but
representatives of shelters said few
if any of these jobs will be filled by
the homeless.
Some homeless rely on the

shelters to give than food, clothing
and housing because they won’t
help themselves, Bowman said,
adding homeless depend on the
system because they know the
service will be there for them the
next day, he said.
Randall Cohen, 22, used the
Rescue Mission’s services for a
while, but eventually worked his
way out of the homelessness.
He came to San Jose in the fall
of 1988 from the East Coast to
study computer graphics at SJSU.
Without any money, he
wandered the streets for a while as
he tried to get his life in order.
"I hitchhiked from Portland,
Maine to San Jose," he said. "The
first thing I did when I got here was
walk to the San Jose State
campus."
Cohen said he only stayed one
night at a local mission.
"The homeless people are rather
hostile," he said. "The guy next to
me grabbed my pillow and when I
started to complain, he threatened
to slit my throat with his knife."
Cohen said he received food
from the shelter, but had to sit
through a church service before he
could get it. "The service was like
the evangelists you see on TV,
except amateurish," he said.
Not being able to adapt to the
life at the shelter, he continued to
sleep on the campus grounds.
Evzntually he found a job as a
night clerk at a Motel 6 and worked

Kenneth Kwok

Day staff photographer

A homeless man sleeps on a lawn near the SJSU campus. A lack of federal funds, closing of traditional
shelters and the problems of the homeless themselves send many towards the university.
his way out of the homeless
The survey found that 43 estimated number rose to 19,600.
"Homelessness is something
situation. "I just didn’t want to live percent of the homeless in the
that kind of life," he said.
county were 18 years old or some homeless people are
About 30 percent of the younger. According to the study, conditioned to," said Tracy
homeless population is mentally ill, homelessness in the county has Giordano, an SJSU sophomore
he said. Children are also members resulted from budget cuts during majoring in child development and
the fundraising coordinator for
of the homeless population. In the Reagan administration.
Santa Clara County, more than 200
This funding dropped 60 percent Urban Ministries.
families with children were between 1978 and 1987.
"Many times their families have
identified as homeless in a 1989
In 1987. an estimated 13.000 always been poor and so they
survey done by the Santa Clara homeless people lived in Santa become comfortable with this
Human Relations Commission.
Clara County.
In 1989, the path," she said.

Aerospace leaving Los Angeles First McMartin witness forgets
1.0S ANGELES(Al’) Following the footsteps of Lockheed Corp., more and more
Southern California aerospace
firms are looking to move elsewhere because of the high costs
of doing business here, industry
analysts say.
Aerospace has been a cornerstone of the region’s manufacturing since the 1930s. But
the combined impact of high
wages, strict environmental regulations and pressure from Congress to spread out contract
work has prompted many area
companies to investigate relocating.
In addition. gridlocked traffic, unhealthy smog and crime
have contributed to a growing
perception that the quality of
life offered by Southern California may have peaked, they say.
’Every defense company
worth its salt has looked at ways

slide
out of the (Los Angeles)
basin.’’ said Robert D. Paulson.
a director of McKinsey & Co.’s
aerospace consulting business.
"Virtually everyone has managed to move production out. ft
is manufacturing where they are
most pinched."
Amid easing global tensions
and Pentagon budget-cutting.
companies are trying to find
ways to cut their costs. Among
the options are moving and cutting jobs.
Lockheed
announced
on
Tuesday that it is moving most
of its Burbank aircraft production to Marietta, Ga. As many
as 4.500 Lockheed workers will
lose their jobs by the time the
company completes its move in
the mid-1990s, executives say.
Lockheed says the move will
save it $75 million annually and
is necessary to compete for
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LOS ANGELES (AP) The
first child witness in the retrial of
McMartin Pre-School molestation
Buckey
Raymond
defendant
balked at resuming her testimony
today and finally testified she
could not remember anything.
The II -year-old girl had only
testified a short time Thursday
when she left the witness stand
complaining of a stomach ache.
Prosecutors conceded she did not
want to testify further.
Deputy District Attorney Pam
Ferrero said the 11 -year-old girl’s
parents called her Wednesday
night saying the child was "extremely reluctant" to return for
more questioning. But the parents
agreed to bring her anyway.
Ms. Ferrero told Superior Court
Judge Stanley Weisberg that the
girl expressed the same desire not
to testify when she arrived at court
today but "was trying to be
cheerful" and agreed to take the
stand.
But when Buckey’s attorney.
Danny Davis, resumed cross-examination. the girl appeared uncomfortable. She was on the stand
only 10 minutes, answering intimate questions about her body.

goerninctil contract

work.
McDonnell
month.
Last
Douglas Corp. announced it
was laying off .3.(XX) workers.
"Why should this be such a
surprise that companies want to
leave Los Angeles?" said a senior scientist at McDonnell
Douglas. "This is a very expensive place to build airplanes.
The city and the state have not
made the investments necessary
to maintain the infrastructure,
and now we are paying the
price."
Many economists reacted to
Lockheed’s announcement by
noting Southern California has a
more diversified economy than
in years past. But the aerospace
industry still provided 217,(XX)
of Los Angeles County’s 4.2
million jobs in January, and 29
percent of the county’s manufacturing jobs.

Forum: Mayor’s race comes to SJSU
Frinn page I
Chew was the only candidate
who spoke out against the closure,
saying people must accommodate
each other and that the student
body should "take some responsibility and obey the laws" before
they cross the street.
On the topic of crime in the
downtown area, many of the candidates agreed that a stronger and
larger police force is needed to
help battle crime.
"A better and larger police force
is definitely needed." said Chris
Panopulos. one of the candidates.
"I suggest hiring 150 more officers a year.
While Fiscalini and Hammer agreed with Panopulos on the idea of
hiring more police officers. San
Jose City Councilwoman Shirley
I.ewis believes emphasis should be
placed on the community involvement.
"It’s not enough to just hire
more officers," she said. "We
need to make the community safer
with the help of the community
and show them how to prevent
crime themselves."
The minor candidates had other
ideas on how to handle crime in the
San Jose area.
"The problem with our city is
not the crime rate," said Chew.
"hut the vacancy downtown. The
crone is that there is nobody downtown enjoying the city."
Chew suggested that if everyone
tried to visit the downtown, the
crime wouldn’t be as had.
Houston. owner of the Studio
Theater on First Street, said crime
prevention should he focused on
getting rid of pornography downtown.
"We all know that crime follows pornography and we should
tax any pornographic material so
the price gets so high, that they
will have to sell somewhere else,"
Houston said.
Another issue that the SJSU
population has been concerned
about is the lack of affordable stu-

dent housing. None of the candidates had immediate solutions, but
Lewis and Hammer suggested refurbishing run-down complexes as
a temporary solution before any
new complexes are built.
Lewis also mentioned three
housing projects that are going on
now, one of which is across from
SJSU on Fourth and San Fernando
streets.
For candidate Danny Zeno and
Houston. the solution to the housing problem for faculty and staff
members is not in lowering the
prices of homes, but in the raising
of salaries.
1’here is no affordable housing." Houston said. "We have to
pay the faculty more."
Both candidate Louis Garza and
Chew believe the campus community and the city should work together in trying to find housing.
"Cities used to he designed
around humans, now they arc designed
around
automobiles."
Chew said. "It’s time to see that
change.
"We definitely need more people involved in all this," Garza
said. "We have to work together
so we can get answers."
Fiscalini was the only candidate
who suggested a plan that specifically mentioned working with
SJSU officials.
"We should form a joint venture
partnership" with the university."
Fiscalini said. "There is no reason
why we haven’t and there is no
reason why we shouldn’t do this.
It’s embarrassing that there isn’t
better housing for students."
Panopulos suggested asking
people from all over the United
States for solutions by calling for a
national convention on housing.
Panopulos said he would invite
commmunity leaders, "real estate" people and people from
SJSU to the convention.
"Housing is very critical to students and we need to get ideas
from all over the country," he
said.

Panopulos and Houston also
said the Redevelopment Agency
shoulu .ise some of the money allocated to it to establish low-cost
housing for students.
The candidates also spoke
briefly on the issue of the homeless
and the mental y ill. All the candidates said they realize the extent of
the homeless problem in San Jose
and that more money needs to be
spent on the problem.
Contenders in the San Jose mayoral race all expressed the importance of establishing a relationship
between SJSU and downtown.
Students are the most important resource at SJSU that the city could
tap, most candidates agreed.
The university is the major employer in downtown San Jose and
should be regarded as such, Lewis
said. Both Chew and Panopulos
said their vision of San Jose was
one of a beautiful city. Chew
added that one way the city could
help the university is by contributing to SJSU’s athletic programs.
When asked how they would address the city’s traffic and parking
problems. candidates said a more
efficient public transportation system was the first step toward a solution.
Fiscalini would like to see the
light rail extended beyond the
county. while Lewis added that
having Bay Area Rapid Transit extended to the city would be a priority.
Chcw, wearing his trademark
rollerskates. said that there wasn’t
a transportation problem.
"It’s up to you." Chew said
telling the audience that it was up
to them to get out of their cars.
Parking near Spartan and Municipal stadiums is ample, according to Panopulos. who said that the
university should take advantage
of those spaces located at South
Campus.

when she suddenly announced.
"May I be excused? I have a stomach ache."
Minutes later she was observed
in the hallway sobbing in her father’s arms as he tried to comfort
her.
The judge recessed court to give
her time to compose herself and
said he would take further action if
that became impossible.
After about an hour of private
talks with prosecutors. the child
was escorted hack into the courtroom and returned to the witness
stand. Her father was allowed to
stand next to her and she clutched a
stuffed toy.
However, as she began to testify
she answered every question regarding her past allegations of sexual misconduct at the school by
saying. "I can’t remember."
On Wednesday the girl denied
that Buckey raped or sodomized
her but said she was fondled and
photographed nude.
The girl struggled on the witness
stand to remember events which
occurred when she was 3 or 4 years
old. She frequently answered, "I
don’t remember" as attorneys
questioned her

Aircraft plant
may close
LONG BEACH. Calif. (AP)
A deputy chief at McDonnell
Douglas Corp.’s commercial aircraft division warned the facility
could shut down if performance
isn’t improved by year’s end, a
newspaper reportedThursday.
Deputy President John Capellupo also said the company might
lay off 4.(XX) workers this year. instead of the 3.0(X) employees announced last month, the Orange
County Register reported.

Ten percent of the cuts would
affect management positions. Ca penult() said. He added some managers will be required to sign contracts linking their jobs to the
success of their operating units, the
memo said.
Capellupo delivered the news in
a meeting with managers at Douglas Aircraft Co. on Friday. the
Register said, citing an internal
memorandum on the meeting.
A company spokesman said
Wednesday he could not comment
on the memo.
Douglas. the commercial aircraft arm of St. Louis-based McDonnell Douglas Corp.. has been
losing money in recent years. It reported an $84 million loss for the
first quarter of this year.
Douglas has suffered production
delays in its three major aircraft
programs: the MD-80 midrange
jetliner, the MD-II jumbo jet and
the C-17 military cargo plane.
About 43.000 of Douglas’ 50,000 employees work at the Long
Beach plant.
The memo, written by customer
The forum was co-sponsored by support manager John A. Dzicrthe Associated Students and the yak, circulated at the Long Beach
Academic Senate.
plant this week.
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However, she said that she does
remember Buckey kindling her
"in a spot I didn’t like’ as she sal
on his lap.
The 31 -year-old Buckey is
charged specifically with raping
the girl and using a foreign object
to sodomize her.
Buckey’s lawyer addressed
those two charges as he questioned
the girl on cross-examination,
asking in clear terms whether she
had been raped by Buckey when
she attended the McMartin prfschool .
"Not that I can remember,"
said the witness.
Das is then asked in explicit
terms whether the girl had been sodomized.
"Not that I know of," said the
girl.
On direct examination by Ms.
Ferrero. the youngster recalled the
alleged fondling.
"I was sitting on Ray’s lap in
the corner of his room and he was
touching nte in a spot I didn’t like
...," she said.
In Buckey’s first trial she did not
take the stand and the jury deadlocked 11-1 for acquittal on the
two charges.
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